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Cedric
Jennings
comes to
University

4 DEFEATED 4
THE FALCONS FALL TO NIU 26-17

Instant
messaging
hampers
learning
IHE ASSOCUIED PRESS

By Chuck Soder

minute to go in the first half
SPOttIS EOIIOR
with a 27-yard field goal, and a
DE KALB, 111. — All good tipped pass from BG quarterthings come to an end, or so back lush I laM is on the ensuing drive set the Huskies up
the old saying goes.
Bowling Green's bid at an inside the BG
undefeated season vanished 15 yard line. MM Saturday's
into the night here Saturday, as NIU quarter- loss, the Falcons
Josh slipped off The
Northern Illinois built a 17- back
point lead in the first half and Haldi found Associated Press
held off a furious BG come- receiver Dan Pol and drooped
back for a 26-17 victor)' in front Sheldon on to No. 25 in the
the first play Coaches Pol.
of 25,822 spectators.
The loss ended BG's 11- of the second PAGE 7.
ganie win streak, and the 17 quarter for a points scored was the Falcons' 12-yard score,
and that quickly, it was a 10-0
lowest output of die season.
"I thought that football game.
"I'm going to take responsigame was a great game for the
conference and a great game bility — our team was not
for the country to see what die ready to play in the beginning
Mid-American Conference is of the game," Meyer said. "You
all about," BG Coach Urban can't do that against a good
football team. They're good on
Meyer said after the game.
For the first half, at least, the offense, defense and the kickgame wasn't very indicative of ing game."
After another three-and-out
two good football teams, as
BG's normally high-powered by BG, Sheldon took Pat
offense sputtered while Fleming's punt and raced up
Northern's did not. Huskie the left sideline, and was
kicker Steve Azar put the first
points on the board with just a
FALCONS, PAGE 7
By Joel Hammond

CITY NEKS EOIIOR

More than 2.000 University
students read about Cedric
Jennings' struggles to succeed as a minority at a predominantly white Ivy Ix'aguc
school. Now they can hear
about them in person.
Jennings — the subject of
Ron Suskind's best-selling
book. "A I lope in the Unseen"
— will speak at 7:30 p.m. on
Thursday in the Lenhart
Grand Ballroom.
Jennings will also answer
Students' questions about
what it was like to go from
being an overachiever at a
poverty-stricken Washington
D.C. high school to stniggling
to just get by at Brown
University, according to
Colleen Boff, First Year
Experience librarian.
"He's essentially going lo
bring tile book to life," said
Boff, who helped organize
the event.
Many students on campus
are already familiar v.iih "A
I lope in the Unseen" because
of the Common Reading
Experience Pilot Project
Groups across campus read
the book including the
Honors
Program,
BG
Experience, several first-year
studenls
and
every
University 100 course.
It is only because of
University 100 students that
Jennings is coming to campus, Boff said.
Only by chance did two
students — Tina Curry and
Stephanie Helton — find out
online that Jennings was
attending graduate school at
the University of Michigan.
His proximity sparked the
idea thai he could come
speak.
"We were really lucky," Boff
said.
Though much of the book
is about racial barriers and
discrimination,
Cedric's
experiences apply to all students, regardless of skin color,
according to Boff. He faces
issues many students can
relate to, including the loss of
faith in religion and roommate conficts.
"Since we're focusing of
first-year students, we wanted to have a book that spoke
about transition issues," she
said. "This book is so theniatically rich. Students can see
that someone else is feeling
the way they do."
The committee in charge
of the Common Reading
Experience chose the book in
spring, hoping it would spark
a common interest between
very different groups, she
added.
"We were looking for a way
for students to have something in common that wasn't
just social," Boff said. "It's in
essence a way to make a big
campus experience seem
smaller."
The Common Reading
Experience started last year
when 450 students read "Into
the Forrest." The book's
author, Jean Hegland, also
spoke on campus.
"It was similar to what
we're doing now, but on a
smaller scale," Boff said.
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Ban Swangar BG New

PRESSURE: Bowling Green defensive back Jerry Wagner
puts the heat on Northern Illinois quarterback Josh Haldi in
Saturday's 26-17 loss.

COLUMBUS — The shorthand slang frequently used in
computer chats is making
teenagers less literate, a
teacher said.
Abbreviations commonly
used in online instant messages are creeping into formal
essays that students write for
credit, said Debbie Frost, who
teaches language arts and
social studies to sixdi-graders
at a middle school in the
Columbus
suburb
of
(,.ill.iini.i

"You would be shocked at
the writing I sec." the 26-year
teacher told The Columbus
Dispatch in a story published
Sunday. "It's pretty scary."
"I don't get cohesive
thoughts, 1 don't get sentences, they don't capitalize,
and they have a lot of misspellings and bad grammar,"
she said. "With all those glaring mistakes, it's hard lo see
the content."
Instant messaging, a rapidfire typed version of regular
conversation, has spawned
many abbreviations and
GRAMMAR, PAGE 2

Deaths reported after storms
By John Seewer
[HE ASSOCIATED PRESS

VAN WERT, Ohio —Chunks of
steel beams and splintered wood
were all that remained yesterday
of businesses and homes
destroyed by a series of storms
that spawned multiple tornadoes
and killed five people in northern
Ohio.
The storms entered the state
from Indiana at about 3 p.m.
Sunday, with National Weather
Service spotters confirming four
tornadoes hitting this town about
30 miles southeast of Fort Wayne,
Ind.
The storms had winds of more
than 100 mph and dropped tornadoes as the)' cut a 100-mile
IIIK.'V
3
■£"■« ^kiiV eVX . I. C^LJEIBW > s ill]
path through northwest Ohio
farmland to Port Clinton along
Lake trie, trapping people in
buildings and leaving thousands
without power. The storms
moved through more than a halfdozen states Sunday, killing at
least 33 people and injuring more
than 100.
Gov. Bob Tart declared a state of
^Ke^^^H
emergency Sunday night in Van
Wert and Ottawa counties in
northwest Ohio, but the storms
downed power lines, closed
roads and poured golf ball-sized
hail in many areas of the state.
J.O. Pooley APPMo
At least two small factories
SURVIVOR:
Annette
Benschoter
surveys
the
remains
of
her
35
foot
travel
trailer,
yesterday,
south
of
Bowling
Green.
People
caught
in the
were completely flattened and
four others were damaged at Van path of a storm that spawned multiple tornadoes while knifing through nothern Ohio and killing five people called it the black wall and the
Wen's Vision Industrial Park. The monster.
damage was so widespread that it
Seneca County was flattened. cruiser to go to work as a State
"The Lord was looking out for Van Wert house collapsed.
was difficult to tell where the us and our customers," said theIn nearby Putnam County, two Two others in the home were Highway Patrol trooper when the
buildings once stood.
ater owner Jim Boyd, whose people were killed and one criti- injured, said Maj. Tim Thwaits of churning storm came at him.
No one was reported injured at home next door was destroyed.
"I heard a roar. I saw a black
cally injured when a mobile the sheriff's office. Their identities
the Twin Cinema, where manwall. I could see everything spin"Our entire life went away in a home overturned, said Sgt. Brad were not available.
agers herded about 50 customers matter of five minutes," he said Nelson of the sheriff's office.
Brian Farris ofVan Wert said he ning. It was coming right at me,"
into bathrooms and the lobby Monday, standing in what was Denver and Cretie Branham died saw a tornado touch down just he said.
when the storm came between left of his bedroom.
A young couple pulled up to
in the trailer near Continental, outside of the city and level a
showings of "Santa Clause 2."
his house in their car, and they all
Two deaths were reported in and their daughter, Margie, was house.
The storm ripped away the Van Wert County. Nicholas hospitalized yesterday in critical
"It pulled everything off, set it took shelter in his basement,
walls and the roof of the theater, Mollenkopf, 18, of Van Wert, died condition.
down, then threw it in a field," he Cross said.
leaving rows of blue-cushioned after being thrown from a car
In Van Wert, firefighters had to
As the storm moved east, said. "It was on the ground at least
seats — littered with wood and during the storm, and Alfred Darren Smith, 24, was killed a mile."
plaster—open to the sky.
Jon Cross, 39, was packing his
STORMS, PAGE 2
Germann, 75, was killed when his when his house near Republic in

FOUR-DAY FORECAST
The four-day forecast is taken
from weather.com
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SATURDAY
Mostly
Cloudy

High: 47"
Low: 34'

Scattered
Showers
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High: 42"
Low: 31"

Mostly
Cloudy

High: 45"
Low: 35"
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Teachers oppose
Internet slang

Counties assess damages
including in the emergency
room, said hospital president
Dave Norwine.
No one inside the hospital was
injured, although people in town
were coming in for treatment,
Norwine said.
Winds also toppled a tractortrailer on Interstate 75 just south
of Toledo. Highway signs were
uprooted and tossed across the
road.
Rains had slopped throughout
the northern section of the state
by about 9:30 p.m., National
Weather Service forecasters said.
The weather service planned to
investigate yesterday how many
tornadoes hit. Rain is forecast for
the beginning of the week, but
meteorologists did not predict
more severe storms.
Although it is rare to have tornadoes in Ohio in the fall, it is not
unheard of, said Sam Lashley,
senior meteorologist for the
National Weather Service in
Syracuse, Ind.
"Tornadoes can happen anywhere at any time if the atmospheric condition is ripe for it,"
Lashley said. "The Great Lakes are
fairly warm and they can actually
add to some instability in the
atmosphere."
A weather system that included warm temperatures ahead of a
strong cold front, along with
strong winds in the atmosphere,
helped create Sunday's tornadoes, Lashley said.

STORMS, FROM PAGE 1

J

cut through steel to reach a
trapped worker in a collapsed
building at an industrial park.
All schools in Van Wert County
were to be closed yesterday, officials said.
U. Gov. Maureen O'Connor
planned yesterday to tour the
most heavily damaged section of
Van Wfert County. The state of
emergency declaration authorizes state agencies to assist local
officials.
Emergency officials in numerous Ohio counties reported widespread damage to bams, homes
and businesses.
About
23,000
American
Electric Power customers were
without power in central and
western Ohio yesterday, the company said. Thousands more
homes and businesses were out
in northwest Ohio, including
most of the city of Port Clinton
and scattered outages in Toledo
suburbs, FirstEnergy Corp.
spokesman Mark Durbin said.
Based on past experience with
such storms, restoration in some
areas "could be stretching into
days," Durbin said.
About 40 miles northeast of
Van Wert in Hamler, the storm
knocked rail cars off their track.
the Henry County sheriffs office

said.
In Port Clinton along Lake Eric,
the storm shattered windows at
Magruder Memorial Hospital,

shortened versions of words
and phrases. Examples include
"RU" for "are you" or "LOL" for
"laughing out loud."
Eighth-grader
Anastasia
Iriplctt said the slang makes
her feel more creative.
"You get it all down right as
you think of it," said Triplett, a
student at Dominion Middle
School in Columbus Teachers
have allowed her to use the
slang in rough drafts as long as
she edits it out in final versions
Frost and many others don't
allow it, even in student journals and assignment planners.
"My job as a teacher is to
raise the bar," she said.
By high school, students
usually know better, some
teachers said.
Kathy McQuate, who teaches
freshmen English at suburban
Whitehall-Yearling
High
School, said she finds the slang
in student journals and notes
but not in formal papers.
"They know they can't get
away with it in my class,"
McQuate said.
)o Ann Jones, chairwoman of
the English department at
Whitehall-Yearling, said she's
sure the shorthand will show
up more.
"It's difficult for students to

Pat CiUtto AP Photo
CLEAN-UP: Staff members at St. Wendelin school in Fostoria and
volunteers move items from classrooms and into the gym after a
suspected tornado ripped a gaping hole in the roof Sunday evening.

Lawyers doubt validity of confession
Malvo without his court-appointed guardian or attorney and for
leaking the alleged confession to
The Washington Post.
"The police are flooding the
media and poisoning the jury
pool with their own paraphrasing
and subjective interpretations of
statements made during an
unconstitutional interrogation,"
Arif said.
He said the leak "suggests an
insecurity on the part of the commonwealth with the admissibility
of these statements."
Malvo talked to investigators
for seven hours after he and
Muhammad were handed over to

By Matthew Barakat
IHE ASS0CIAKD PRESS

McLEAN, Va. — Lawyers for
the sniper suspects criticized the
police interrogation of 17-yearold John Lee Malvo and said they
would seek to bar his alleged concession from court.
Malvo reportedly confessed to
being the triggerman in several of
the Washington-area sniper
shootings, including the Virginia
slaying in which his alleged
accomplice, 41-year-old John
Allen Muhammad, is charged
with murder.
Matvo's lawyer, Michael Arif,
criticized police for questioning

1616 Wooiter, Vnit 15
(419) 353-4757

'fanning Tacltages
$25.00
$37.00
$48.00

100 minutes
200 minutes
300 minutes

Virginia authorities Thursday for
prosecution on death-penalty
murder charges. Sources told the
Post that Malvo was talkative and
even bragged in some of his
responses, but kept quiet about
Muhammad.
For a murder conviction, prosecutors must show that the
defendant was the triggerman.
However, under the state's postSept. 11 anti-terrorism law,
Muhammad could face the death
penalty even if he is not found to
be the gunman.
A Fairfax County police
spokesman declined to comment on the interrogation, and

(yPE'tf'M-TK 9-9
Tri 8-6, Sat 8-5
Sun 10-s

'WOWOT-ETf!

New 32ZX Speed System with
Facial Tanner

rw*

EXAMPLES OF
INSTANT MESSAGING

GRAMMAR, FROM PAGE 1

Services OJferecC
•massages "
•electrology
•facials
•reflexology
•body wraps
•aromatherapy
•waxing
'permanent
•manicures and
cosmetics
pedicures

ment on the case directly, but
said the interrogation of Malvo
without his court-appointed representatives was wrong.
"I think everybody should be
concerned about that, not just
lawyers," he said.
Todd G. Petit, Malvo's appointed guardian, said he went to
police headquarters Thursday
and asked that questioning be
halted. Petit said a police commander agreed to pass on his
request, then ordered him to
leave.
Arif said he will seek to suppress any incriminating statements.

Fairfax County Commonwealth's
Attorney Robert E Horan Jr. did
not return calls.
One of the shootings for which
Malvo reportedly took responsibility is the Oct. 14 slaying of FBI
analyst Linda Franklin. Fairfax
County prosecutors charged
Malvo with capital murder in that
killing
Muhammad is being prosecuted in Prince William County for
the Oct. 9 slaying of Dean Harold
Meyers. It is unclear how Matvo's
alleged confession to that crime
might affect Muhammad's case.
Muhammad's attorney, Peter
Greenspun, declined to com-

BG News headlines in 1970 read,
"Booze Barrier Busted."
The campus had been dry since its founding
in 1910. The town was also "dry" in 1910, .jffi

adjust to formal writing
because they're so used to
communicating through the
Internet," she said.
Students are smarter than
adults think, said Leila
Christenbury, president of the
National Council of Teachers of
English, based in Richmond,
Va.
"It's perennial for kids to play
with language, to play with
words, to play with slang," she
said. "But they do know the difference — it's code switching."
"One of the things kids
instinctively know is that the
kind of language they're going
to use with their friends is different from the kind of language they'll use when they're
talking to their grandmother."

looking to Sell
That Fancy
Sports Car You
Have Stashed
Away in the
Garage?

Advertise
In the
Bt News
Classifieds.

I).
NEV
•

but voted to reapeal prohibition in 1933.

Call
372-6977

c.

Is your car sitting out in Lot 6 this winter?
Now is the time to Winterize

• Lube, Oil, Filter

$16.95

Up to S qts. 30 point inspection
• Tune UpS aslowas
4 cylinder

»!*.«-!

ty: thank you
yw: you're welcome
ttyl: talk to you latet
cya: see you
jk: just kidding
sup?: what's up?
w/e: whatever
2: to or too
M: before
icrlsee
sry: sorry
I8r:later
ran: not much

$29.95

• Computer Diagnostics

Winterization Special
Drain and fill radiator to
ensure freezing point Is low

enough
Lube, oil, filter, and
30 point Inspection
ALL FOR $29.95

JBR Automotive and Towing
/g

326 Industrial Pkwy • 353-7222
Certified Technician

Applications for Spring'83
BG News Editor are now
being accepted, Application
forms may be picked up at

T-Shirt Blowout!
Short sieve $10.00 f^
Long sieve $12.00 ^\£
15% off all Columbia Jackets
Still need tickets for the game...get them here!
Woodland Towns Centre

is

Tuesdav.Nov.26.2002
B

G

S

U

419-353-6969

'Fraternity and Sorority Shirts
'Team Uniforms
'Columbia Sportswear 'Danskin
Specializing in Hockey & Baseball Equipment

Co umbia

Sportswear
wear Company*
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COLLEGES MADE AWARE OF SEX OFFENDERS
(U-WIRE) WASHINGTON - The names of sex offenders in the District's public sex offender registry are now
made available to colleges at which they work or
attend class, as mandated by a new federal law. The
Campus Sex Crimes Prevention Act, which went into
effect Oct. 28, mandates that the names of sex offenders be made available to Public Safety offices.
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The calmdar of events is taken from
hnp-J/evcnls.bgsu.edu

9 a.m. - 3 p.m.
U.S. Marine Corps Recruiting
Union Lobby

Zeta Phi Beta will be selling tickets
for their Mr. Bin Magic event.
Union Lobby

9 a.m. - 5 p.m.
Vision Information Table
Union Lobby

11 a.m.-5 p.m
Bloodmobile
Event sponsored by American Red
Cross.
Union Multipurpose Room

10 a.m. - 4 p.m.
Ticket Sale: Black Student Union
Union Lobby
10 a.m. - 7 p.m.
Zeta Phi Beta Table

11 a.m. -1 p.m.
Air Force R0TC Recruitment
Union Lobby

nci

|
|

|pA
RB^b^^^^

11 a.m.-2 p.m.
Brothers Appreciation
Sigma Gamma Rho will hand out
certificates and raffle tickets.
Union Lobby
11:30 a.m. - 2 p.m.
What The Cluck?
It's Back! Orville and Wilbur's has
left The Nest, and migrated to
McDonald Dining Center. Serving
grilled favorites, chicken and even
more chicken. Tyson's chicken
wings and sandwiches are our

specialty. We've got new menu
items and lowered prices on our
old favorites, so spread your wings
and fly on down to our new roost.
Come celebrate our Grand Opening
with us. Open Monday - Friday.
11:30 a.m. - 2:00 p.m. & 4:30 p.m.
- 7:00 p.m.
McDonald Dining Center
11:30 a.m.
Education Abroad Display Table
Stop by the education abroad display table to check out overseas
study opportunities.
First Floor Union
4 p.m. - 8 p.m.
Auditions - "Pirates of
Penzance"
Sign up for time outside Theatre
Office/ Room 338 South Hall
Scripts/Scores available in Theatre
Office.
405 University Hall Student
5 p.m. - 7 p.m.
Wine Tasting

Freshman 15 can be avoided
By Christy lensen
THE MIRROR

(U-WIRE) GREELEY, Colo.—
As students near the end of the
semester, some realize their
I favorite jeans feel a little tighter
, than normal.
By feeding their stress levels
with chocolate and other highcalorie foods, these students are
developing habits that contribute to the infamous
"Freshman 15."
The Freshman 15 is the unintentional weight gain experienced during a student's first
year in college. Consider these 15

extra pounds as a nutritional rite
of passage students face as they
make careless food choices. The
reality of college life includes
hectic schedules, little sleep, frequent social gatherings involving
alcohol and emotional peaks and
plateaus.
Maintaining a healthy weight
is a realistic goal, however.
Incorporating the following helpful tips and activities into a daily
routine will help to manage
weight.
Learn to handle stress productively by walking during study
breaks instead of snackdng

Make wise food choices in the
dining halls by eating from the
salad bar first, eating more fruits,
vegetables and whole grains and
limiting intake of burgers, pizza
and fried foods
Have wise snack choices on
hand for mindless munching,
such as low-fat dip, low-fat
yogurt, salsa, baked chips and
vegetables.
Be smart about choosing
drinks. Select low-fat milk and
100 percent fruit juices.
Remember to include at least
eight glasses of water daily, and
limit soda and alcohol intake, as

Did you know..
-4fc>
■<J^
The life span of

they provide only empty calories.
Have a plan of action. Avoid
skipping meals, especially breakfast, which kick-starts metabolism and brain activity. Use the
campus resources your student
fees already have paid for to
assist with weight management
and strength and endurance
training If your weight starts to
creep up, start a food and exercise diary.
Students always should set
realistic goals for themselves by
knowing their limits and allowing flexibility and variety in their
choices.

Come and enjoy both domestic and
imported wines and snacks. Cost
is $10.00 per person. Space is limited. Please RSVP via phone to
419-372-4736. Presented by the
Union and University Dining
Services.
Bowling Greenery
7 p.m.
The Society of Success I
leadership
Will hold its 2nd general meeting.
Interested members are welcome.
Union. Room 314
8 p.m.
New Music Ensemble
Free and open to the public.
Bryan Recital Hall. Moore Musical
Ms Center
8 p.m. - 9 p.m.
Amazing Stargazing
Amazing Stargazing & Saving the
Night (the joys of skywatching!)
multi-media show in the
Planetarium $1 donation suggest-

ed.
Planetanum
9:30 p.m.
UA0 Movie: "Monster1* Ball"
UAO presents FREE FALL Films! 3x
the fun! 3xaweek!
Union Theatre
TBA
David's House Food Drive
Collection boxes for food donations
will be available in the listed locations. Please help a client of
David's House have a wonderful
holiday by donating something
from the following list: pumpkin
pie filling, pie crust, rolls/biscuits.
stuffing, canned gravy, potatoes
(fresh or instant), canned sweet
corn, jello/pudding. cranberry
sauce, canned corn, canned carrots, mixed fruit, applesauce, fresh
apples, coffeeflea or gift certificates for turkey or chicken.
Wellness Connection. Student
Health Center. Residence Hall
Lobbies

THE CAMPUS BLOTTER
Thursday, November 7:
Ariah Rogers ol Botkins, Ohio was
cited tor dnving with expired tags on
Troupe Avenue and a verbal warning
for speeding and having a license
with an incorrect address on it. A
court date has been set for Nov. 13 at
8:30 a.m.
Ion C Hicks of Frankfort, Kentucky
was cited for driving under suspension on E. Wooster Street A court
date has been set lor Nov. 13 at 830
a.m.
A complainant reported that an
unknown person urinated on the door
to her room in Ashley Hall.
A complainant advised that a sign

post was damaged in the McFall
Center parking lot one space south of
President Ribeau's space.
Stephanie Whitely of Bowling
Green, Ohio was cited lor speeding on
Merry Street. A court date has been
set for Nov 20 at 830 a.m.
Robert Howard of Leipsic, Ohio
was cited tor speeding on Merry
Street. A court date has been set for
Nov. 20 at 8:30 a.m.
A shuttle bus dnver witnessed a
hit-and-run accident on Alumni
Drive.
Report ot property stolen from the
locker room ol the Ice Arena.

The Bee Gee News became a daily paper in 1965.

THE ROAD TO RETIREMENT
MAY SEEM SMOOTH,
BUT IT'S LITTERED WITH TOLLS.
Fees. Charges. Hidden costs. Over time these things can erode the retirement
savings you're working so hard to build. Contact us, a company known for keeping
costs low. It ain't a free ride, but it's close.

TIAA-CREF.org or call (800) 842-2776

Your pulse quickens. Your heart rates. And Idol's just.when you're In line at the bursar's office. Foct
-■

is, picking up a full or pat rial scholarship is just one of many eipc'rientes you con have in

Hi

r

Air force ROTC. Gel some hands-on training through one of oor summer interflship'programs. Hone

m L

your competitive edge at a leadership seminar. Then enjoy some serious ilownlimr with up ro $400
extra spending money in your pocket every month. Not lo mention graduating
with a guaranteed job and no student loans lo pay back. Push your drenms,

MuNiii:!nx money for people
with other things to think about.

your lite, your limits, your mind. Apply lor o scholarship lodoy by visiting •
the Air Force ROIC V/eb site or colling our loll-hee nomber.
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OPINION

"Conflict is not inevitable, but
disarmament is."
British Prime Minister TONY BLAlR,on the United Nations Security
Council's unanimous approval of a resolution that asks Saddam Hussein to
disarm. (ncmwwkainil

Give the gift of life, donate blood
Starting today, the
University will be holding
a blood drive. It will be
held in the Multi-purpose room
in the Union Nov. 12-15.
Weren't planning on donating?
Well, you should.
It will only take about one
hour out of your day and your
donation will save three lives.
That's really amazing All you
would feel is a pinch. It really
doesn't hurt. You receive Dee
snacks and drinks after you

donate and even a &ce T-shirt. If
you go to the Union next week
with the intention of donating
but for some reason don't, you
still get the free shin.
You have to be in good health
to donate and be at least 110
pounds and 17 years old. There
are also some other conditions
that will be made aware to you
before you donate. Most people
are eligible, though.
It is also very safe to donate
blood. There is a new and sterile

needle used for every donor and
the needle is thrown away right
after use. You won't come in contact with other people's blood.
People need blood all of the
time for a variety of reasons.
After Sept. 11, there was a great
need for blood. Thanks to generous donors, many American
lives were saved.
According to the Red Cross'
website, "We all expect blood to
be there for us, but barely a fraction of those who can give do. Yet

LKTI mS TO III K EDITOR
U. should not
censor Internet
in the dorms
In response to the article titled
"Internet gaming has low priority" in the Nov. 8 edition of The
BG News. Mike Smith and Mike
Hachtel make some pretty shabby attempts at covering up the
awful decisions they and their
peers at 'tech support for
Residence life' made. I've been
itching to speak on this and what
a perfect time.
First of all, gaming on the

Internet in the privacy of one's
own dorm room is a violation of
network policy? Now that's a
crock. If Internet gaming is truly
a violation then why don't they
officially block it out? Why just
reprioritize it to a lower tier? My
guess is they know how outrageous such a move would be.
I would say that limiting what
people can and cannot do on the
Internet in the privacy of their
dorm rooms, that they pay for is
almost constitutionally violating
Wouldn't you? Now I experienced
this extremely slow Internet
transfer rates that Smith referred
to and I am glad they did something about it, but I wouldn't

agree that they did the right
thing.
In short, the 'tech support
team' needs to get this 'super1 net
back on track. Internet gaming is
a part of many students' entertainment in life and to lake (hat
away from them is wrong. Up the
priority on Internet gaming
lower the priority on file transfer
programs (MP3 searching!, and
allow the students to sign a type
of release form that allows their
IP addresses to be unfirewalled.
Enough of this childish censoring let's be fair.
10HN L0KTACK
STUDENT

U. isn't always here to help
HEATHER
STEFFEN
Guest Columnist
I have been attending the
University for nearly four years
now. I graduate in May with a
BA in English. The education I
have received here was a good
one in some respects. It was
mainly due to a small number of
excellent professors who go
beyond the bounds of this title
and are also wonderful teachers,
stunning intellects and generally
nice, helpful, caring people to
know. Without them this place
would be a wasteland.
I'm glad to leave, but now the
big question is: Where do I go?
Like most other humanities
majors, all the job fairs, career
placement and interview
rehearsals in the world can't help
me with this. I have pretty much
only one choice: graduate
school.
So, what do I have to do to get
into grad school? lust fill out the
applications, write a statement
of purpose, get letters of recommendation, send a writing sample, send an official transcript,
take the GRE, get good grades
and there you go It's not really
too impossible, but one does
need some help, guidance and
sound advice when it comes to
something as complicated as
this, and this important. So
where does a confused English
major turn for this crucial aid?
Answer Around and around
in circles, and everywhere at the
University she looks she finds no
help, no guidance and very little
sound advice.
The other day I called the

College of Arts and Sciences,
they told me they had no one
that could help at all with grad
applications. Probably because
they're too busy and understaffed and under budgeted to
hire someone to serve this function I was referred to the
Graduate College. They asked if I
was applying here. I said no.
They said they couldn't help I
was referred to the English
department. Now I know die
English department at least fairly
well, and I know my advisor. She
is a lovely person and a very
good teacher. I like her a lot. But
1 would honestly feel bad giving
her any more work to do beyond
die three classes she is teaching
this semester and the many students she had to advise. Again,
due to under budgeting I his
professor is just too overburdened to give each student the
personal attention I know she
would love to give.
So, having checked all the
obvious resources, tomonow I
will go to the Honors College.
This is a place I know I can probably find help or at least a reference to someone who can help.
This is a privilege I have because
I applied to the Honors College
in high school. But, really, how
many honors students are there?
What percentage of you have
this resource? Regardless, I have
asked many people and spent
plenty of precious homework
hours trying to just find one
knowledgeable person to help
me and have found no one.
This, 1 think, is a fascinating
phenomenon. How is it that with
all the superior resources this
"premier learning community"
offers there is not a single person
here that will help someone on

to the next stage of premier
learning?
I propose a frightening and
probably for many of you surprising answer to this seeming
paradox of pedagogy. The
University does not care about
you. They do not care what you
do after you graduate, or if you
graduate. All the University cares
about is your money, your parents' money or the loans you will
pay back with your money. Once
you walk across the stage on that
most honorable of days, proud
and beautiful in your black
gown, it's all up to you. The
University forgets you even existed (unless you neglected to pay
that last bursar bill) — you are a
customer that just walked out
the door. If Uiey talk so much
about "values in the classroom."
why do they neglect the most
valuable thing in that classroom,
i.e. the student?
But who am I to talk? 1 probably just didn't check the mass
email that would have told me
exactly what to do about all this,
or missed mat unpublicized lecture at the Union. I have wasted
so much time just looking for
help that application deadlines
are swiftly approaching and I
don't even know where to begin.
I'm sure people will disagree
with my cynical and disgusted
view of the University and their
ability to help anyone do anything other than find the Bursar's
window. If so write me. better yet
write a rebuttal column. Tell us
where we can find someone who
can give advice about getting
into grad school. Put in their
names, their telephone numbers. You'd be doing a lot of motivated students a huge favor.
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sooner or later, vinually all of us
will face a time of great vulnerability in which we will need
blood. And that time is all too
often unexpected."
The blood drive will be a competition against the University of
Toledo this year. The school with
the highest percentage of blood
donated per student will be
awarded a plaque.
Ifthethoughtof beating
Toledo is what motivates you to
donate blood, then that's fine.

PE0PLE
ON THE STREET
What do you think
Sidney Ribeau does all
day?

The more people who donate,
the better. lust keep in mind that
the most important thing is that
donating saves lives.
If you can't donate blood, but
would still like to help, you can
send a financial contribution to:
American Red Cross, RO. Box
37243, Washington, DC 20013.
You can also call 1-800-HELPNOW (1-800-435-7669).
If you would like to donate
blood, but can't at the University
next week, call 1-800-GIVE-UFE

Dance Marathon is
losing its meaning
CURT
HARRIS
Opinion Columnist

GARY "BEAVER"
SL0NE
JUNIOR, MARKETING

"Eats a lot of bananas and
watches 'Dukes of
Hazards'"

BRETT KELLY
JUNIOR, COMPUTER
SCIENCE (UNIVERSITY
OF TOLEDO)

"Who in the world is she?"

DAVID ROTH
SENIOR,
PURCHASING &
PRODUCTION

"Igave him plenty of
work to do. He should
be reporting his
progress to me later
this week."

LUKE HARDING
JUNIOR, BIOLOGY
•'Who?"

to find a place near you to
donate.
If you ever wanted to do
something imponant or make a
difference, this is your chance.
V\fe here at The BG News encourage all of you to donate. It is really not ih.it painful and does not
take up a lot of time. Your small
sacrifice will have huge benefits.
You will be giving someone
something that they so desperately need. You will be giving the
gift of life.

Quick, how many days till
Dance Marathon? Do you care?
If you're like me you've been
force fed Dance Fever until you
want to vomit. Don't get me
wrong the idea of raising
money for Children's Miracle
Network is a good idea, but the
more time passes the more the
name of that good charity gets
dragged through the mud.
1 thought it was bad when I
saw the first Christmas commercial on TV three days
before Halloween, but Dance
Marathon seems to pride itself
on shoving next years event
down the public's throat before
the previous one has even
ended. One hundred five days
till the event... maybe that
doesn't seem like a long time,
but let's put it in less impressive
terms. That is five months
away, or more than an entire
semester. By the time the event
rolls around, everyone's so
excited, not because of suspense, but because maybe
you'll stop talking about it.
Dance Marathon lasts for 32
hours, not two semesters. Do
you realize how much more
money you could raise for
Children's Miracle Network if
the rest of campus didn't view
you as one step below telemarketers?
And yes, you're raising
money for Children's Miracle
Network, not Dance Marathon.
Remember that every time you
sit in the lobby of the Union
peddling whatever you happen
to be peddling that day, Tshirts, mugs, flip flops, raffling
off your immortal soul or used
toenail clippings... "Want to
buy a T-shirt as a fundraiser for
Dance Marathon?" No, go
away! "Want to buy a shirt and
help support Children's Miracle
Network." No, I'm a poor college student. Maybe next time.
Yes, I know I'm still not buying
the T-shirt, but in the second
scenario I at least feel guilty
about not buying the shirt.
After all, the money you're raising isn't going to Dance
Marathon; it's going to
Children's Miracle Network...
right?
Last year Dance Marathon
raised $315,583.10. Of that
money, $43,583 did not go to
Children's Miracle Network.
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That's quite a chuck of change,
and for a "charity" Dance
Marathon seems to have a
large overhead cost. Where is
dial money going? Are you
really spending $145 per
dancer on food in a 32 hour
period?
And where's that money
coming from in the first place?
It seems like every day there's a
new fundraiser for Dance
Marathon.
Isn't Dance Marathon supposed to be the fundraiser?
Explain to me how you can
have a fundraiser for a
fundraiser. Does the dancing
earn any of the glorious sum of
cash you wave around like a
free ticket into heaven, or is the
dancing at the end just a big
party to celebrate how good
you are and validate your self
worth? Actually, from what I
hear there's little dancing. It's
mostly standing around. After
32 hours you're not tired from
dancing you're tired from patting yourself on the back.
Like I said, the idea of giving
money to charity is good and I
applaud that, but you're not
fooling me into thinking that
you've danced for the wellbeing of your fellow man. So I
have two solutions I propose.
First instead of Dance
Marathon, let's have Lap Dance
Marathon. The money can still
go to the kids, but we won't
have this pathetic illusion that
they're the motivating force If
you do the math, they estimate
there are 300 (male and
female) dancers, times 32
hours, times ten lap dances per
hour, times ten dollar, per lap
dance is $960,000. That's three
times the amount the regular
Dance Marathon "earned" last
year, and with no fundraisers
for the fundraiser.
I'm not a fool, I know us having a Lap Dance Marathon is
about as likely as the University
removing that hideous eyesore
tiiat we call a spirit rock.
So as an alternate solution
let's skip the drama and just
give the money straight to
Children's Miracle Network. I
don't need to buy flip flops to
prove I care about my fellow
man, and I don't need to dance
(or stand) for 32 hours so I can
pretend that my selling of flip
flops was an historic milestone.
I can give money to charity; 1
don't need a middle man to
dance in between me and the
charity to do it either.
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TEENAGE PILOT NEARLY HITS CONTROL TOWER
TAMPA, Fla. (AP) —A teenage student pilot who committed suicide by crashing into a downtown skyscraper had nearly hit the control tower at an Air Force
Base that houses a nerve center for the war in
Afghanistan, a government report said. Charles
Bishop, 15, flew his stolen Cessna just a few feet over
the control tower at MacDill Air Force Base.

NATION

JFK's boat discovered
rammed, also attended the
advance screening of the film.
Kennedy said being there
BOSTON — All he could see
was a torpedo launcher and part while his uncle's boat was found
of its steering mechanism pro- sparked a flood of feelings.
truding from the sand, but
"1 thought about this instant
undersea explorer Robert Ballard which really was a significant,
knew what he had found: John F formative incident in President
Kennedy's sunken World War II Kennedy's life ... and I also
thought about my family and
patrol boat.
Ballard found the famous PT- what it meant that my father's
109 in May, 1,300 feet below the brother was on this boat,"
ocean surface and nearly 59 Kennedy said.
Kennedy's boat was leading
years after it was rammed and
sunk by a lapanese destroyer in three other boats on patrol
through the Blacken Strait in the
the South Pacific
The oceanographer — who Solomon Islands during the early
also located the Titanic in 1985 — morning hours of August 2.1943,
helped host the Monday pre- when the lapanese destroyer
miere screening of the movie Amagiri hit the boat.
Although many historians had
about his PT-109 expedition at
the lohn F Kennedy Library and believed that PT-109 was split in
Museum. "National Geographic two by the impact, Ballard said
Fxplorer: The Search for the sonar images captured by his
Kennedy's PT-109" airs Nov. 24 expedition indicate the boat may
on cable network MSNBC.
have had only a small section
Ballard said there was some- sheared off or may have only
thing special about finding PT- received a glancing blow.
Two men died in the collision,
109, the wooden boat that
became famous because of the and 11 survived.
26-year-old skipper's courageous
The U.S. Navy, convinced that
the entire crew had died, held a
effort to rescue his men.
"Over the years, 1 came to memorial service for the men.
Over the next few days,
know some members of the
Kennedy family... and we would Kennedy swam from island to
joke, "We're going to find that PT- island looking for food and help
for his crew. He hauled one of his
109," Ballard said.
"It's critical to tell our oral his- injured men to an island by
tory, and what this tells us is swimming with a strap from the
about what turned a young boy man's lifejacket in his teeth.
into a man who later became Finally, on August 7, he carved a
president of the United States," message into a coconut shell and
gave it to native islanders to take
he said.
Max Kennedy, a nephew of to rescuers; help arrived two days
lohn F Kennedy and member of later.
Kennedy was awarded the
Ballard's expedition, and Richard
Keresey, another PT boat captain Navy and Marine Corps Medal
who patrolled Blackett Strait with for heroism, and also received
Kennedy the night his boat was the Purple Heart for his injuries.
By Denise Lavoie
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KENNEDY'S BOAT: Oceanographer Robert Ballard stands in front
ot an oversized photograph of President John F. Kennedy at the JFK
Library, in Boston, yesterday. Ballard found Kennedy's PT-109 boat
in May in the Solomon Islands.

A permanent display at the
Kennedy museum includes the
coconut shell and other artifacts,
including the tattered American
flag from PT-109, which had
been sent home by a crew member just before the ship sank.
Keresey, who arrived on
Ballard's research vessel in the
South Pacific on the day PT-109
was found, said he vividly
recalled his own time on a PT
boat when he saw the torpedo
launcher.

"It was an emotional experience," said Keresey, now 86. "It
was really a thrill seeing that."
The Kennedy family endorsed
Ballard's expedition — funded by
National Geographic — after he
agreed not to disturb the site out
of respect for the two men who
died. To confirm that the boat
was PT-109, Ballard compared
drawings of the boat's torpedo
launcher and steering mechanism. They matched.
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Rivalry ensues in
battle for blood
ANN ARBOR. Mich. —
Michigan and Ohio State football players are not the only ones
preparing for a competitive face
off in a bloody intrastate rivalry
this year. Monday marks the
beginning of the 21st annual
University of Michigan vs. Ohio
State University Blood Battle.
After claiming victory for the
past two years, Michigan
University students are hoping
to continue their winning streak
with an 11 th overall win.
The University is also adding a
new component to the Blood
Batde with its first bone marrow
drive taking place during the
second week of the Blood Battle,
E. Royster Harper, vice president
for student affairs said.
"This year, for the first time,
you also can register at the
Michigan Union location to give
bone marrow, which benefits
those with certain blood disorders, such as leukemia and
aplastic anemia, as well as certain immune system and genetic
disorders," Harper said.
The bone marrow drive is
sponsored
by
University
Students Against Cancer.
USAC senior adviser and LSA
senior Anita Gupta said the bone
marrow register is extremely low
and donations are desperately
needed.
"We need as much as possible," Gupta said, adding it only
takes two teaspoons of blood to
see if someone is a possible
match.
"It's all blood related. That's a
huge reason why it is part of the
blood drive," she said.

USAC hopes to get at least 500
students registered during the
event, encouraging all students
to come out and save a life,
Gupta said.
USAC: President lanice Liao
said all University students are
invited to help save a life.
Minority students are especially
encouraged to donate because
their marrow reserves are often
low, she added.
Members of the American Red
Cross and the local Alpha Phi
Omega service fraternity are
responsible for the Blood Battle
in 24 campus donation locations
over 11 days. This year, the
University hopes to claim victory
with more than 2,000 collected
pints of blood, APO president
and Engineering senior Sean
Meyers said.
Meyers said he hopes results
are better than last year's, when
the University defeated Ohio
State with 1,679 donated pints of
blood -beatingOhioStatcby271
pints.
APO publicized the two-week
event with postings on the Diag
and storefront windows, bus
signs and banners, he said.
"APO members do everything
— volunteering at the drives ...
and booking residence hall
rooms are probably the largest
acts," Meyers said.
With everyone donating blood
and showing support, Meyer
said it would be nice to beat Ohio
State again and take home the
"Blood Drop Trophy."
But in the end, Gupta said, it is
about helping to save a life.
"You're giving a life while living
a life," she said.
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and options for living
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Every Soldier in the U.S. Army learns how to become a leader AN ARMY OF ONE With your bachelor's degree, you can become
an Army Officer and be a leader among leaders. In Officer

>

Candidate School (OCS), you'll learn management and
leadership techniques. Apply now. Openings are limited.

> > Call SSgt. John Szewcyzk at 419-352-7541
to tind out about college loan repayment and
more Army benefits. Or talk to a Recruiter at
the
Bowling Green Office
1616 E.Wooster Street in
Bowling Green, Oh.
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Enjoy food, fun, DJ from WFAL
and prizes!
Representatives from Residence
Life, Dining Services, Greek
Affairs and other campus offices
will answer your questions.
Learn how and when to sign up
online for on-campus housing
for 2003-04.

AN ARMY Of ONT

>
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DVD player
Portable CD player

>

$25 cash prizes

>
>

Gift certificates
Cameras, electronics and more

Grand prize drawings
Students who attend will be
entered into the grand prize
drawings for a free semester of
on-campus housing or a free
semester meal plan for
Fall 2003 to be given away in
March, 2003.

BGSU
Office of Residence Life
372-2011
www.bgsu.edu/offices/sa/reslife
reslife@bgnet.bgsu.edu
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OPINION

"Conflict is not inevitable, but
disarmament is."
British Prime Minister TONY BLAIR.on the United Nations Security
Council's unanimous approval of a resolution that asks Saddam Hussein to
disarm. (nfw*ek.cnm)

Give the gift of life, donate blood
Starting today, the
University will be holding
a blood drive. It will be
held in the Multi-purpose room
in the Union Nov. 12-15.
Weren't planning on donating?
Well, you should.
It will only take about one
hour out of your day and your
donation will save three lives.
That's really amazing. All you
would feel is a pinch. It really
doesn't hurt. You receive free
snacks and drinks after you

donate and even a free T-shirt. If
you go to the Union next week
with the intention of donating
but for some reason don't, you
still get the free shirt.
You have to be in good health
to donate and be at least 110
pounds and 17 years old. There
are also some other conditions
that will be made aware to you
before you donate. Most people
are eligible, though.
It is also very safe to donate
blood. There is a new and sterile

needle used for every donor and
the needle is thrown away right
after use. You wont come in contact with other people's blood.
People need blood all of the
time for a variety of reasons.
After Sept. 11, there was a great
need for blood. Thanks to generous donors, many American
lives were saved.
According to the Red Cross'
website, "We all expect blood to
be there for us, but barely a fraction of those who can give do. Yet

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
U. should not
censor Internet
in the dorms
In response to the article titled
"Internet gaming has low priority" in the Nov. 8 edition of The
BG News, Mike Smith and Mike
Hachtel make some pretty shabby attempts at covering up the
awful decisions they and their
peers at 'tech support for
Residence Life' made. I've been
itching to speak on this and what
a perfect time.
First of all. gaming on the

Internet in the privacy of one's
own dorm room is a violation of
network policy? Now that's a
crock. If Internet gaming is truly
a violation then why don't they
officially block it out? Why just
reprioritize it to a lower tier? My
guess is they know how outrageous such a move would be
I would say that limiting what
people can and cannot do on the
Internet in the privacy of their
dorm rooms, that they pay for is
almost constitutionally violating
Wouldn't you? Now 1 experienced
this extremely slow Internet
transfer rates that Smith referred
to and I am glad they did something about it, but I wouldn't

agree thai they did the right
thing.
In short, the 'tech support
team' needs to get this super' net
back on track. Internet gaming is
a pan of many students' entertainment in life and to take that
away from them is wrong. Up the
priority on Internet gaming
lower the priority on file transfer
programs (MP3 searching), and
allow the students to sign a type
of release form that allows their
IP addresses to be unfirewalled.
Enough of this childish censoring, let's be fair.
JOHN L0KTACK
STUDENT

U. isn't always here to help
HEATHER
STEFFEN
Guest Columnist
1 have been attending the
University for nearly four years
now. I graduate in May with a
BA in English. The education I
have received here was a good
one in some respects. It was
mainly due to a small number of
excellent professors who go
beyond the bounds of this title
and are also wonderful teachers,
stunning intellects and generally
nice, helpful, caring people to
know. Without them this place
would be a wasteland.
I'm glad to leave, but now the
big question is: Where do I go?
Like most other humanities
majors, all the job fairs, career
placement and interview
rehearsaLs in the world can't help
me with this. I have pretty much
only one choice: graduate
school.
So, what do I have to do to get
into grad school? lust fill out the
applications, write a statement
of purpose, get leners of recommendation, send a writing sample, send an official transcript,
take the GRE, get good grades
and there you go. It's not really
too impossible, but one does
need some help, guidance and
sound advice when it comes to
something as complicated as
this, and this important. So
where does a confused English
major turn for this crucial aid?
Answer. Around and around
in circles, and everywhere at the
University she looks she finds no
help, no guidance and very little
sound advice.
The other day I called the

College of Arts and Sciences,
they told me they had no one
that could help at all with grad
applications Probably because
they're too busy and understaffed and under budgeted to
hire someone to serve this function. I was referred to the
Graduate College. They asked if I
was applying here. I said no.
They said they couldn't help 1
was referred to the English
department. Now I know the
English department at least fairly
well, and I know my advisor. She
is a lovely person and a very
good teacher. I like her a lot. But
1 would honestly feel bad giving
her any more work to do beyond
the three classes she is teaching
this semester and the many students she had to advise. Again,
due to under budgeting this
professor is just too overburdened to give each student the
personal attention I know she
would love to give.
So, having checked all the
obvious resources, tomorrow I
will go to the Honors College.
This is a place I know I can probably find help or at least a reference to someone who can help.
This is a privilege I have because
I applied to the Honors College
in high school. But, really, how
many honors students are there?
What percentage of you have
this resource? Regardless, I have
asked many people and spent
plenty of precious homework
hours trying to just find one
knowledgeable person to help
me and have found no one.
This. I think, is a fascinating
phenomenon. How is it that with
all the superior resources this
"premier learning community"
offers there is not a single person
here that will help someone on

to the next stage of premier
learning?
I propose a frightening, and
probably for many of you surprising answer to this seeming
paradox of pedagogy. The
University does not care about
you. They do not care what you
do after you graduate, or if you
graduate. All the University cares
about is your money, your parents' money or the loans you will
pay back with your money. Once
you walk across the stage on that
most honorable of days, proud
and beautiful in your black
gown, it's all up to you. The
University forgets you even existed (unless you neglected to pay
that last bursar bill) — you are a
customer that just walked out
the door. If they talk so much
about "values in the classroom,"
why do they neglect the most
valuable thing in that classroom,
i.e. the student?
But who am I to talk? 1 probably just didn't check the mass
email that would have told me
exactly what to do about all this,
or missed that unpublicized lecture at the Union. I have wasted
so much time just looking for
help that application deadlines
are swiftly approaching and I
don't even know where to begin.
I'm sure people will disagree
with my cynical and disgusted
view of the University and their
ability to help anyone do anything other than find the Bursar's
window. If so write me, better yet
write a rebuttal column. Tell us
where we can find someone who
can give advice about getting
into grad school. Put in their
names, their telephone numbers. You'd be doing a lot of motivated students a huge favor.

The BG News Submission Policy
Do you agree with all of this? \*
doubt it. Write us and let us know
where you stand.
UTTERS TO THE EDITOR are to be less
than 500 words. These are usually in
repose to a current issue on the
University's campus or the Bowling
Green area.
GUEST COLUMNS are longer pieces

between 600 and 800 words. These i
are usually, also, in response to a current issue on the University's campus j
or the Bowling Green area.
POLICIES

Letters to the Editor and Guests
Columns are printed as space on the I
Opinion Page permits. Name, year
and phone number should be included for verification purposes. Personal

attacks and anonymous submissions
will not be printed.
Email submissions as an attachment to bgnews@listprocbgsu.edu
with the subject line marked"Letter to
the Editor" or "Guest Cohimn."0nry emailed letters and columns will be
considered for printing. All letters are
subject to review for length and clarity before printing.

sooner or later, virtually all of us
will face a time of great vulnerability in which we will need
blood. And that time is all too
often unexpected."
The blood drive will be a competition against the University of
Toledo this year. The school with
the highest percentage of blood
donated per student will be
awarded a plaque.
If the thought of beating
Toledo is what motivates you to
donate blood, then that's fine.

PE0PLE
ON THE STREET
What do you think
Sidney Ribeau does all
day?

ai
GARY "BEAVER"
SL0NE

JUNIOR, MARKETING

"Eats a lot of bananas and
watches 'Dukes of
Hazards.'"

BRETT KELLY
JUNIOR, COMPUTER
SCIENCE (UNIVERSITY
OF T0LE DO)

a

"Who in the world is she?"

DAVID ROTH

SENIOR.
PURCHASING &
PRODUCTION

"I gave him plenty of
work to do. He should
be reporting his
progress to me later
this week."

LUKE HARDING
JUNIOR, BIOLOGY
"Who?"

The more people who donate,
the better. lust keep in mind that
the most important thing is that
donating saves lives.
If you can't donate blood, but
would still like to help, you can
send a financial contribution to:
American Red Cross, RO. Box
37243, Washington, DC 20013.
You can also call 1 -800-HELPNOW (1-800-435-7669).
If you would like to donate
blood, but can't at the University
next week, call 1-800-GIVE-LIFE

to find a place near you to
donate.
If you ever wanted to do
something important or make a
difference, this is your chance.
We here at The BG News encourage all of you to donate. It is really not that painful and does not
take up a lot of time. Your small
sacrifice will have huge benefits.
You will be giving someone
something that they so desperately need. You will be giving the
gift of life.

Dance Marathon is
losing its meaning
CURT
HARRIS
Opinion Columnist

Quick, how many days till
Dance Marathon? Do you care?
If you're like me you've been
force fed Dance Fever until you
want to vomit. Don't get me
wrong, the idea of raising
money for Children's Miracle
Network is a good idea, but the
more time passes the more the
name of that good charity gets
dragged through the mud.
1 thought it was bad when 1
saw the first Christmas commercial on TV three days
before Halloween, but Dance
Marathon seems to pride itself
on shoving next years event
down the public's throat before
the previous one has even
ended. One hundred five days
till the event... maybe that
doesn't seem like a long time,
but let's put it in less impressive
terms. That is five months
away, or more than an entire
semester. By the time the event
rolls around, everyone's so
excited, not because of suspense, but because maybe
you'll stop talking about it
Dance Marathon lasts for 32
hours, not two semesters. Do
you realize how much more
money you could raise for
Children's Miracle Network if
the rest of campus didn't view
you as one step below telemarketers?
And yes, you're raising
money for Children's Miracle
Network, not Dance Marathon.
Remember that every time you
sii ;n the lobby of the Union
pecdiing whatever you happen
to be peddling that day, Tshirts, mugs, flip flops, raffling
off your immortal soul or used
toenail clippings... "Want to
buy a T-shirt as a fundraiser for
Dance Marathon?" No, go
away! "Want to buy a shirt and
help support Children's Miracle
Network." No, I'm a poor college student. Maybe next time.
Yes, I know I'm still not buying
the T-shirt, but in the second
scenario I at least feel guilty
about not buying the shirt.
After all, the money you're raising isn't going to Dance
Marathon; it's going to
Children's Miracle Network...
right?
Last year Dance Marathon
raised $315,583.10. Of that
money, $43,583 did not go lo
Children's Miracle Network.

That's quite a chuck of change,
and for a "charity" Dance
Marathon seems to have a
large overhead cost. Where is
that money going? Are you
really spending $ 145 per
dancer on food in a 32 hour
period?
And where's that money
coming from in the first place?
It seems like every day there's a
new fundraiser for Dance
Marathon.
Isn't Dance Marathon supposed to be the fundraiser?
Explain to me how you can
have a fundraiser for a
fundraiser. Does the dancing
earn any of the glorious sum of
cash you wave around like a
free ticket into heaven, or is the
dancing at the end just a big
party to celebrate how good
you are and validate your self
worth? Actually, from what 1
hear there's little dancing. It's
mostly standing around. After
32 hours you're not tired from
dancing, you're tired from patting yourself on the back.
Like I said, the idea of giving
money to charity is good and 1
applaud that, but you're not
fooling me into thinking that
you've danced for the wellbeing of your fellow man. So 1
have two solutions I propose
First instead of Dance
Marathon, let's have Lap Dance
Marathon. The money can still
go to the kids, but we won't
have this pathetic illusion that
they're the motivating force. If
you do the math, they estimate
there are 300 (male and
female) dancers, times 32
hours, times ten lap dances per
hour, times ten dollars per lap
dance is $960,000. That's three
rimes the amount the regular
Dance Marathon "earned" last
year, and with no fundraisers
for the fundraiser.
I'm not a fool, I know us having a Lap Dance Marathon is
about as likely as the University
removing that hideous eyesore
that we call a spirit rock.
So as an alternate solution
let's skip the drama and just
give the money straight to
Children's Miracle Network. I
don't need lo buy flip flops to
prove 1 care about my fellow
man, and I dont need to dance
(or stand) for 32 hours so I can
pretend that my selling of flip
flops was an historic milestone.
I can give money to charity, I
don't need a middle man to
dance in between me and the
charity to do it either.

SHANNON KOLKEDY, MANAGING EDITOR
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TEENAGE PILOT NEARLY HITS CONTROL TOWER
TAMPA, Fla. (AP) — A teenage student pilot who committed suicide by crashing into a downtown skyscraper had nearly hit the control tower at an Air Force
Base that houses a nerve center for the war in
Afghanistan, a government report said. Charies
Bishop, 15, flew his stolen Cessna just a few feet over
the control tower at MacDill Air Force Base.

NATION

JFK's boat discovered
rammed, also attended the
advance screening of the film.
Kennedy said being there
BOSTON — All he could see
was a torpedo launcher and part while his uncle's boat was found
of its steering mechanism pro- sparked a flood of feelings.
"1 thought about this instant
truding from the sand, but
undersea explorer Robert Ballard which really was a significant,
knew what he had found: John E formative incident in President
Kennedy's sunken World War II Kennedy's life ... and I also
thought about my family and
patrol boat.
Ballard found the famous PT- what it meant that my father's
109 in May, 1.300 feet below the brother was on this boat,"
ocean surface and nearly 59 Kennedy said.
years after it was rammed and
Kennedy's boat was leading
sunk by a Japanese destroyer in three other boats on patrol
the South Pacific.
through the Blacken Strait in the
The oceanographer — who Solomon Islands during the early
also located the Titanic in 1985— morning hours of August 2,1943,
helped host the Monday pre- when the Japanese destroyer
miere screening of the movie Amagiri hit the boat.
Although many historians had
about his PT-109 expedition at
the John I- Kennedy Library and believed that PT-109 was split in
Museum. "National Geographic two by the impact, Ballard said
lixplorer: The Search for the sonar images captured by his
Kennedy's PT-109" airs Nov. 24 expedition indicate the boat may
on cable network MSNBC.
have had only a small section
Ballard said there was some- sheared off or may have only
thing special about finding PT- received a glancing blow.
109, the wooden boat that
Two men died in the collision,
became famous because of the and 11 survived.
26-year-old skipper's courageous
The U.S. Navy, convinced that
the entire crew had died, held a
effon to rescue his men.
"Over the years, I came to memorial service for the men.
Over the next few days,
know some members of the
Kennedy family... and we would Kennedy swam from island to
joke, 'We're going to find that PT- island looking for food and help
for his crew. Hehauledoneofhis
109,'' Ballard said.
"It's critical to tell our oral his- injured men to an island by
tory, and what this tells us is swimming with a strap from the
about what turned a young boy man's lifejackel in his teeth.
into a man who later became Finally, on August 7, he carved a
president of the United States," message into a coconut shell and
gave it to native islanders to take
he said.
Max Kennedy, a nephew of to rescuers; help arrived two days
lohn F Kennedy and member of later.
Ballard's expedition, and Richard
Kennedy was awarded the
Keresey, another PT boat captain Navy and Marine Corps Medal
who patrolled Blacken Strait with for heroism, and also received
Kennedy the night his boat was the Purple Heart for his injuries.
By Dense Lavoie

!H[ ASSOCIATED PRESS

By lennrter Mistrial
MICHIGAN DAILY

Steven Senne AP PhMo
KENNEDY'S BOAT: Oceanographer Robert Ballard stands in front
of an oversized photograph of President John F. Kennedy at the JFK
Library, in Boston, yesterday. Ballard found Kennedy's PT-109 boat
in May in the Solomon Islands.

A permanent display at the
Kennedy museum includes the
coconut shell and other artifacts,
including the tattered American
flag from PT-109, which had
been sent home by a crew member just before the ship sank.
Keresey, who arrived on
Ballard's research vessel in the
South Pacific on the day PT-109
was found, said he vividly
recalled his own time on a PT
boat when he saw the torpedo
launcher.
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Rivalry ensues in
battle for blood

"It was an emotional experience," said Keresey, now 86. "It
was really a thrill seeing that."
The Kennedy family endorsed
Ballard's expedition — funded by
National Geographic — after he
agreed not to disturb the site out
of respect for the two men who
died. To confirm that the boat
was PT-109, Ballard compared
drawings of the boat's torpedo
launcher and steering mechanism. They matched.

Wednesday,
Nov. 13, 2002
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11 a.m. to 6 p.m.
Lenhart Grand
Ballroom,
Bowen-Thompson
Student Union

ANN ARBOR, Mich. —
Michigan and Ohio State football players are not the only ones
preparing for a competitive face
off in a bloody intrastate rivalry
this year. Monday marks the
beginning of the 21st annual
University of Michigan vs. Ohio
State University Blood Battle.
After claiming victory for the
past two years, Michigan
University students are hoping
to continue their winning streak
with an 11th overall win.
The University is also adding a
new component to the Blood
Battle with its first bone marrow
drive taking place during the
second week of the Blood Battle,
E. Royster Harper, vice president
for student affairs said.
"This year, for the first time,
you also can register at the
Michigan Union location to give
bone marrow, which benefits
those with certain blood disorders, such as leukemia and
aplastic anemia, as well as certain immune system and genetic
disorders," Harper said.
The bone marrow drive is
sponsored
by
University
Students Against Cancer.
USAC senior adviser and LSA
senior Anita Guptasaidlhebone
marrow register is extremely low
and donations are desperately
needed.
"We need as much as possible," Gupta said, adding it only
takes two teaspoons of blood to
see if someone is a possible
match.
"It's all blood related. That's a
huge reason why it is part of the
blood drive," she said.

USAC hopes to get at least 500
students registered during the
event, encouraging all students
to come out and save a life.
Gupta said.
USAC President lanice Liao
said all University students are
invited to help save a life.
Minority students are especially
encouraged to donate because
their marrow reserves are often
low, she added.
Members of the American Red
Cross and the local Alpha Phi
Omega service fraternity are
responsible for the Blood Battle
in 24 campus donation locations
over 11 days. This year, the
University hopes to claim victory
with more than 2,000 collected
pints of blood. APO president
and Engineering senior Sean
Meyers said.
Meyers said he hopes results
are better than last year's, when
the University defeated Ohio
State with 1,679 donated pints of
blood - beating Ohio State by 271
pints.
APO publicized the two-week
event with postings on the Diag
and storefront windows, bus
signs and banners, he said.
"APO members do everything
— volunteering at the drives ...
and booking residence hall
rooms are probably the largest
acts," Meyers said.
With everyone donating blood
and showing support, Meyer
said it would be nice to beat Ohio
State again and take home the
"Blood Drop Trophy."
But in the end, Gupta said, it is
about helping to save a life.
"You're giving a life while living
a life," she said.

that's
living!
on-campus
housing

Bowling Green's newest laundromat
located at 111 Railroad street. Next to
Kinkos and behind Myles Pizza Pub
New Maytag washers and dryen

No quarters needed

Air Hockey and Pool tables

Large TVl

Snack machines

Open 2d hours

Well lighted with security cameras

Late night specials

Check out our in store video at
WWW.LMARIES.COM
Prize giveaways
every half hour
HOURS:
THUR.-SAT. 10AU-4AM SUN. MOOM-2AM

135 S BYRNE RO. TOLEDO 419.531.0O79

Noy«S
p rve sen ts'
NATIONALLY KNOWN

MILLENIUM

BE A LEADER
AMONG LEADERS
•

•

•

•

•

(must be present to win)
Check out the benefits
and options for living
on-campus in 2003-04
>
>

Every Soldier in the U.S. Army learns how to become a leader AN ARMY OF ONE. With your bachelor's degree, you can become
an Army Officer and be a leader among leaders. In Officer

>

Candidate School (OCS), you'll learn management and
leadership techniques. Apply now. Openings are limited.

>> CallSSgt lohn Szewcyzk at419 352-7541
to find out about college loan repayment and
more Army benefits. Or talk to a Recruiter at
the
Bowling Green Office
1616 E. Wooster Street in
Bowling Green, Oh.
Mon-Fri,
9-0Oam-5:00pm

Visit displays by
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

igarmy.eoaenoi rutobiMus in ammi

Enjoy food, fun, DJ from WFAL
and prizesl
Representatives from Residence
Life, Dining Services, Greek
Affairs and other campus offices
will answer your questions.
Learn how and when to sign up
online for on-campus housing
for 2003-04.

ANARNVOFOHF."

Residence Halls
Living/Learning and
Theme Communities
Greek Affairs
Recreational Sports
Residential Computing
Connection
University Libraries
University Dining Services

>
>
>
>
>

DVD player
Portable CD player
$25 cash prizes
Gift certificates
Cameras, electronics and more

Grand prize drawings
Students who attend will be
entered into the grand prize
drawings for a free semester of
on-campus housing or a free
semester meal plan for
Fall 2003 to be given away in
March, 2003.

BGSU
Office of Residence Life
372-2011
www.bgsu.edu/offices/sa/reslife
reslife@bgnet.bgsu.edu
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ISRAELI TROOPS KILL CHILD, WOUND OTHERS
JERUSALEM (AP) — Israeli soldiers Wiled a Palestinian
toddler and wounded two others in Gaza Monday,
hospital officials and witnesses said. The shooting
came as Israeli leaders weighed a military response to
a Palestinian shooting rampage that killed five people,
including a mother and her two young sons.

Castro agrees to
restore letters
By Alexandra Olson
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

HAVANA, Cuba — Emesl
Hemingway's rejected epilogue
of "For Whom the Bell Tolls," a
1941 letter from Ingrid Bergman
and more than 20 letters from
the 19-year-old Italian Contessa
he was in love with are among
thousands of the author's documents Cuba is making available
to outside scholars.
President Fidel Castro and an
American group led by U.S. Rep.
fames
McGovern,
a
Massachusetts
Democrat,
signed an agreement Monday to
collaborate on the restoration
and preservation of 2,000 letters,
3,000 personal photographs and
some draft fragments of novels
and stories that were kept in the
humid basement of Finca de
Vigia, the villa outside Havana
where Hemingway lived from
1939-1960.
"I personally have much for
which to thank Hemingway,"
said the gray-bearded Castro,
who wore his olive fatigues during the ceremony at Finca de
Vigia. "The honor that he gave us
by choosing our country in
which to live and write some of
his best work."
Also at the ceremony were
Hemingway's grandson Sean, his
niece Hillary and daughter-inlaw Angela
Funded by the Rockefeller
Foundation, the joint effort by
the New York-based Social
Science Research Council and
the Cuban National Council of

Patrimony will produce mircofilm copies of the material,
restore some documents damaged by the Caribbean climate,
and help conserve the house,
including a 9,000-volume library
and llemingway'sfishingboat, El
Pilar.
The microfilm copies wilt be
stored at the lohn E Kennedy
Library in Boston, but originals
will stay at the Hemingway
Museum at Finca de Vigia. long a
source of pride for Cuba
Hemingway's fourth and last
wife, Mary Welsh Hemingway,
donated the estate to the Cuban
government in 1961, just after
the author committed suicide in
his Ketchum, Idaho, home.
Cuban curators preserved the
home exactly
how the
Hemingways left it. looking like
the writer "just stepped down the
driveway to pickup his mail,"
said fenny Phillips, granddaughter of Maxwell Perkins,
Hemingway's editor.
Visitors can see the writer's
collection of moccasins lined
against a wall, reading material
in the bathroom and bottles of
liquor on the (able next to
Hemingway's favorite reading
chair. The estate includes the
graves of four of Hemingway's
dogs.
Curators prohibit visitors from
entering the house — tourists
peer through windows — a decision
U.S. scholars and
researchers say has protected the
collection from deterioration
and pilfering.

The Sisters of
would like to Congratulate

WORLD
Hospital in need of aid
By KatJiy Gannon
IHi ASSOCIATED PRESS

KABUL, Afghanistan — Marie
cuddles her emaciated 3-yearold son. Human leans over a
cracked respirator that feeds
oxygen to her unconscious
nephew.
The electricity is gone. The
incubators aren't working. The
generators are only used sparingly because there isn't much
fuel. And there is no sign of help
— or at least, not enough —
from an international community that vowed to help the
Afghan capital after the Taliban
defeat.
This week marks one year
since the fall of Kabul, and the
Children's Hospital is desperate
for supplies and funds. Some
assistance has been coming.
There is more medicine today
than under the Taliban, because
international agencies have a
greater presence.
But beyond that, those working and seeking care at Kabul's
only hospital for children cannot
see how things have improved.
"We have nothing in this hospital. The world doesrft think
about us," I linII.HI said, resting
her head in her trembling hands,
refusing to look up, watching her
nephew grasp for a breath.
"Where is the money they said
they would give? We haven't seen
any of it," she said.
President Humid Karzai was
asking the same question.
In an interview Sunday at the
presidential palace. Karzai called
the children's hospital a tragedy,
and he questioned what had
become of the international
community's commitment to
help his poor nation.
"The money is not getting to
the people who need it. We are
not seeing development money.

This is what we need. This is
what we are asking for, not
emergency assistance, but longterm help," Karzai told The
Associated Press.
In the intensive care unit, cots
lined the walls, each occupied by
tiny patients, some wrapped in
woolen blankets, others cradled
in their parents arms.
One father wiped his child
clean with a dirty red cloth, but
mostly it was women who
crowded the room. On some
beds there were two and three
women, some lying with their
sick children, others soothing
them, one rhythmically patting
the back of her sleeping infant.
Earlier that day, an 18-monthold boy died because there wasn't the $6 to buy the medicine he
needed, said Abdul Wazir, a
nurse.
"We just didn't have it, and the
parents didnt have the money to
buy it," Wazir said. "We have no
medicine, no electricity, no
water. Nothing is working"
Decades of war have decimated Afghanistan's infrastructure.
At a conference on aid to
Afghanistan held in limitary in
Tokyo, U.N. Secretary General
Kofi Annan said $10 billion
would be needed to rebuild this
war-shattered nation. The world
pledged $4.5 billion and so far
hasn't given even $1 billion.
The U.N. children's agency,
UNICES reported last week that
an Afghan woman dies in childbirth every 20 minutes. The
report emphasized the woeful
state of the country's health care.
It said three-quarters of babies
bom to mothers who die in
childbirth will themselves die
within the first year of life, mostly from malnutrition due to lack
of breast milk.

Vincent nun AP Photo
WAITING: Subahnallah, 5, waits for treatment from a doctor at
Children's Hospital in Kabul. In the intensive care Unit, 13 cots were
lined up against the walls, each one occupied by tiny patients.

Vincent IlUn AP Photo
BROKEN: Humair holds her nephew, 3, who has been disconnected
from an oxygen tank which has run out of air. Another tank, which
sits in a nearby corner, is broken at the Childrens Hospital in Kabul.
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LISTINGS
AVAILABLE FOR
03 &04 SCHOOL YEAR!
Large Selection of Houses and
Apartments with Great locations!

it's not for everyone,
but that's

Furnished and Unfurnished Units
Pick up your listing at the Rental office.

[the point]

Everything is reasonably priced and we're
even open on Saturday
M-F - 8:30-5:30
Sat. - 8:30-5:00

FJ

Sure, Army ROTC isn't a piece of cake. After all. in here you'll push yourself. Test your
limits. And in the process, develop skills that'll last a lifetime. Like how to think on

• across from Taco Bell •

your feet and be a good leader and decision maker. You could even get a scholarship.
Register today for an Army ROTC class. Because you're not just like "everyone."

APARTMENTS
AVAILABLE
NOW!

All IVIY ROTC Unlike any other college course you can take.

Efficiencies starting at $225
1 Bedrooms starting at $250
2 Bedrooms starting at $300

*

Furnished and Unfurnished Units

JOHN NEWLOVE
REAL319ESTATE,
INC.
E. Wooster St.
!

Register for MILS classes with NO OBLIGATION!
Call 372-2476 for more information

Bowling Green, OH
Rental Office:

(419)354-2260
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HIS WEEK IS

BG SPORTS

FOOTBALL FAVRE, GREEN BAY HOLD NFLS BEST RECORD AFTER WEEKEND DRUBBING OF LIONS.

TUESDAY

Volleyball
Friday, Sunday

November 12,
2002

BG continues to push for the
MAC tournament with games
against Buffalo and Northern
Illinois.

www.hgnews.com/sports

Men's soccer
Friday, Sunday
BG hosts Kentucky in the MAC
Tournament semifinals at
Cochrane Field. If the Falcons
win, they play in the championship game Sunday.

Cross Country
Saturday
The Falcon runners head to
Terre Haute, Ind. for the Great
Lakes Regional champi-

Hockey
Friday
The icers take on Team USA, a
group ill mulct Hi players.

Football
Saturday
BG looks to recover from
Saturday's loss at Raymond
lames Stadium as they take on
South Florida.

Basketball
Sunday
Men take on Shawnee State in
their final tune-up for their
regular season opener next
Saturday at Detroit.

Diving
Saturday
BG hosts the Falcon Diving
Invitational.

Spikers
drop close
game to
Cardinals
By Daniel Gediuy
scouts REPORTER
The BG volleyball team put a
real scare into the MidAmerican Conference Westdivision-leading Ball State
Cardinals Friday night, pushing
them to a decisive fifth set
before finally falling 15-11.
"That would have been a
tremendous upset," head coach
Denise Van De Walle said.
The
Falcons had the
Cardinals on the ropes after taking the second and third sets
30-24 and 30-27 respectively. In
the second set, the Falcons took
an early advantage and never
looked back, going ahead for
good at 5-4. The Cardinals had a
few small rallies throughout the
set, but were never quite able to
catch the Falcons, who produced several mini scoring
spurts to gradually increase
their lead throughout the set.
One of these spurts came
behind the service of Melissa
Mohr, who scored four consecutive points to increase the
Falcon lead from 9-7 to 13-7.
The Falcons kept the momentum going after Mohr's scoring
streak ended, opening up their
biggest lead of the set at 16-8.
The two teams went almost
point for point for the rest of the
set, with the set finally ending
on a Ball State service error to
even things up at one set
apiece.
The third set was a very seesaw battle, as neither team was
able to open up more than a
two-point lead until BG went
up 14-11. The Cardinals were
able to draw even with three
unanswered points to make the
score 17-17, but the Falcons
were able to go right back up by
three following a service error, a
sideout and an ace by Mohr to
bring the score to 20-17. The
Falcons had a scare late in the
set as Susie Norris was shook up
after falling while trying to
make a play on a ball in the net.
Norris was not seriously hurt on
the play, but continued to play,
serving for the win at 29-23. The
Cardinals killed that attempt
and closed to 29-27, forcing BG
VOLLEYBALL PAGE 9

BOWUNC CREEK STATE UNIVERSITY

Falcons fall to Huskies, 26-17
Offense never gets in sync in loss
FALCONS. FROM PAGE 1
caught from behind by receiver
lames Hawkins at the BG 11. Two
players later, Haldi found
Shatone Powers for an 18-yard
score, making the game 17-0
with 12 minutes to go in the half.
After a punt by each team, BG
finally put points on the board,
but not the kind they wanted. On
first down from NIU's 20, Harris
looked for Hawkins over the
middle, but Hawkins was unable
to hold onto the ball at the goal
line, forcing the Falcons to settle
for a 32-yard field goal by Shaun
Suisham.
The defense held the Huskies
scoreless throughout the rest of
the half, and with a driving wind
at their backs. Harris and company drove inside the Huskies'
30. Suisham attempted his second field goal of (he game, but
missed wide left, keeping the
NIUleadatl7-3athalftime.
BG's defense held the Huskies
on their first possession of the
second half, but the Falcons
were unable to move the ball.
After another Fleming punt, NIU
drove and scored on another
Azar field goal, making the score
20-3.
On the ensuing possession.
BG would finally punch the ball
into the end zone, as they ran
one of their now-famous throwback plays. Receiver Cole
Magner lined up behind center,
but handed to Harris on a
reverse. Harris found tailback Joe
Alls in the back of the end zone,
and BG cut the NIU lead to 10.
Once again, though, the
Huskies drove, and despite being
held inside the Falcon 10 again,
Azar kicked his third field goal of
the game — this one from 26
yards — and the Huskies had a
23-10 lead.
Harris and the offense,
though, kicked into high gear, as
Harris used three passes to
Hawkins to move the Falcons

By Joel Hammond
SPORIS EDITOR

Ben Swanter BG Nevis
INCOMPLETE: BG receiver James Hawkins is mauled as he tries to catch a Josh Harris pass,
into scoring position. On fourth on a fourth-down ran, turning game on trying to slow him
down and goal, Harris eluded an the ball over to NIU on downs. down a little bit."
A huge factor in the game was
NIU defender, and found Robert Azar would tally his fourth field
Redd in the end zone, cutting the goal of the day, providing the NIU tailback Michael Turner,
who is second nationally in
final margin at 26-17.
Huskie lead to six at 23-17.
"It was a great victory." NIU rushing Although he didn't fig"We just started throwing the
ball around a little bit more |in coach loe Novak said. "Our ure in the scoring, Turner ran for
the second half]," Redd said. defense played real well. It was a 201 yards on 40 carries.
"Our guys compared him
"We came into the game, and huge help to have two weeks to
there was so much stuff going prepare. Our kids went out and ITumerl to Iformer Toledo running
back] Chester Taylor,"
on, we just weren't focused, and made plays and executed the
it showed in the second half. game plan and did a great job of Meyer said. "Our defense played
Everybody came together and controlling their running game." very well. We held a good back in
BG linebacker Chris Haneline check. To win at Bowling Green,
played in the second half.... We
needed to play four quarters of talked about the Huskies' offen- you've to got to play good
defense, and we're starting to
sive attack.
football, and we didn't do that."
"We knew all week Northern play good defense again."
The game would only get closThe Huskies outrushed BG
er, as lanssen Patton intercepted Illinois had a tremendous offena Haldi pass intended for sive attack," linebacker Chris 198-86. Hairis threw the ball a
Sheldon at his own seven, and Haneline said. "They have one of season-high 52 times, completreturned it to the Falcon 30 yard the best running backs in the ing 27 for 271 yards and two
line. The Falcons moved the ball nation. V\fe really focused this touchdowns. Redd had a careerto the 50, but Harris was stuffed week, and coming into this high 14 receptions for 119 yards.

leers play Michigan
tough, but lose, tie
By Jayme Ram son
SPORTS REPORTER

One night after losing 6-4 to
The University of Michigan at
BGSU Ice Arena, the Bowling
Green hockey team tied
Michigan 1 -1 and did something
no other team has done against
Michigan this year.
The Falcons held Michigan to
one goal.
The No 6 Wolverines had not
scored less than three goals in a
game this season. They had
outscored their opponents 41 -17
and averaged over five goals per
game.
Goaltender lordan Sigalet
started at goalie for the Falcons
and made 48 saves, including
two in overtime and 17 in the
third period.
"We feel very comfortable
with our goaltenders and lordan
was spectacular tonight," BG
coach Scott Paluch said. "We did
a good job early. It's all part of a
team, guys picking each other
up and he |Sigalet| picked us up
in that situation."
Sigalet also had successive
saves at the end of the second
period when Michigan threatened to go ahead. Sigalet's 18
saves in the second period
helped the Falcons keep the
game within reach going into the
final period.

Huskies
special
teams the
difference

SCOn PALUCH, BG HOCKEY COACH

UM power play
goals change game
By Erica Gambaccira

Enn Carvtr BG Hty<%

"Tonight's going to be a big
turning point in the season,"
Sigalet said after the game.
"We've come close in a lot of
games and it's nice to get a point
out of this especially against the
No. 6 rated team in the country."
Bowling Green scored first

when Sigalet got the puck to
Kevin Bieksa, who fired a shot
past Michigan goalie Al Montoya
at the 18:30 mark in the first period.
"I thought it was a harmless
HOCKEY. PAGE 8
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"When the game was still in doubt, the
two goals and the shorthander were
critical to the momentum of the game."

ASSIST**! SPORTS EDITOR

CELEBRATION: Tyler Knight and Tyler Masters celebrate a
Bowling Green goal over the weekend.

DE KALB. 111. — So many
times this season, it has
been the Bowling Green
special teams making headlines with their timely and
momentum-swinging plays.
Like
the
Western
Michigan game, when Alex
Glantzis blocked the potential game-winning field goal
for the Broncos. Or, in the
same game, when Cornelius
McGrady blocked a Bronco
punt which set BG up inside
the Bronco 20. Or like the
season-opening win over
Tennessee Tech, in which
defensive
back
Keon
Newson blocked two punts
which again set the Falcons
up with more great field
position.
In Saturday's 26-17 loss to
Northern Illinois, though, it
was the Huskies' special
teams who won the game,
as a great game from punter
limmy Erwin, four made
field goals from kicker Steve
Azar and two big returns
spelled doom for Bowling
Green.
"(The returns) killed us."
BG Coach Urban Meyer
said. "I'm in charge of that,
the kick return and the punt
return really hurt us. I made
a comment that before the
game: I thought our kickoff
team and our punt team
and our offensive and

Special teams were the key
factors for the Bowling Green
hockey team this weekend.
Both Michigan and the
Falcons were 2-for-7 on the
power play Friday night, but
neither team was able to convert Saturday.
The Wolverines scored the
first power play goal Friday in
the first period and then came
out and scored a short-handed
goal early in the second period,
which turned the game
around.
"When the game was still in
doubt, the two power play
goals and the shorthander
were critical to the momentum
of the game," said head coach
Scon Paluch. "There's a lot of
different ways to get swing
goals in hockey, and that was
certainly a swing goal in the
game."
The short-handed goal
came early in the second period on a shot at the top of the
net by Michigan's Dwight
Helminen.

"It was one of those great
individual
efforts,"
said
Michigan head coach Red
Berenson. "He was down wide
and ended up scoring a goal.
That was great speed and a
perfect shot. The goalie played
it perfect and Helminen still
got it up in top comer. It was a
perfect shot"
However, the Falcons would
have their own chance on the
power play later on in the second period and early in the
third.
"Special teams ended up
being a factor in the game,"
Berenson said.
Both teams played strong on
the power play on Saturday,
but were unable to find the net.
"The
big
difference
ISaturdayl were special teams,"
said goaltender Jordan Sigalet.
"They had a lot of power-play
goals | Friday] night. We did a
good job of tying up their
speed ISaturdayl."
Michigan had 11 shots on
the power play, while the
Falcons recorded 10 of their
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Team shows good and bad in win
By Erik Cassano
spoms mourn

For the first 20 minutes of
Saturday's 84-67 exhibition win
over Czech Republic Select at
Anderson Arena, the Bowling
Green basketball team remembered everything coach Dan
Dakich told them in the locker
room beforehand. Play defense
inside and out. Make sharp passes. Get the perimeter game
involved. Rebound at both ends.
For 20 minutes, they seldom
missed a beat, scoring the game's
first 14 points and piling on to a
45-22 halftime lead.
Ah, but then there's halftime.
Dangerous ground for a young

'earn with a big lead, a team that
doesn't yet know not to let its
guard down. BG came out for the
second half confident it had the
game under control, and the
Czechs promptly scored the first
five points of the half.
"What we did in this game is
what we do in practice," Dakich
said. "We play really well in practice for about an hour, and then
our mind wanders and we slip."
The second half was much
more telling of a young team.
Inconsistent play and turnovers
peppered with flashes of athletic
brilliance. While the passing
game suffered after halftime,
leading to 21 turnovers, freshmen

"I have the utmost admiration for all the
girls on this team. They have been absolutely
magnificent...."

Raheem Moss and Ronald Lewis
gave a small taste of what the
future might hold. Moss threw in
a three-pointer as time expired in
the first half, and then got a
sparse crowd, announced at 509,
on their feet in the second half
with a dunk. Lewis, bringing the
ball up the floor, penetrated to
the basket well, and caught the
Czechs napping in the second
half when he turned on his afterburners and blew past everyone
for an easy lay-up. Freshman
walk-on Patrick Phillips got in on
the act as well, canning a deep
three-pointer late in the game, his
only points.
The difference in the game was

Cory Ryan, who finished with a
game-high 27 points. Ryan, who
was sometimes a loose cannon
from beyond the three-point arc
last year, showed newfound discipline, trying to help run the
offense more than look for the
open shot. The strategy worked
against the Czechs. Passing the
ball away and then getting open,
Ryan took shooting practice on
the Czech defense, nailing 7-10
three-point attempts. His 21
points from beyond the arc were
enough to buffer the Falcons
against a serious Czech run.
"I'm just doing what Coach
wants me to do," Ryan said. "If it's
playing hard, if it's shooting, if it's

physical edge and our team
matched that pretty much for
the whole weekend," Paluch
said. "When you look at the
course of the six periods, our
level of competitive nature was
strong the whole time. Tonight
we had some great chances.
Their goalie made some saves,
our goalie made some saves
and certainly we want to take
this type of effort and move on
forward."
The Falcons seemed to pick
up on Saturday night right
where they left off at the end of
Friday's game.
"Scoring that goal in the last
30 seconds last night I think we
carried that momentum over to
tonight. It showed last night that
we could play with them, scoring four goals," Sigalet said. "We
hadn't been scoring that much
in the other games and to get
four goals was big."
Although the Falcons lost on
Friday, they were able to come
back toward the end of the
game and be a threat.
The Falcons were able to
score the first goal of the game

HOCKEY, FROM PAGE 7

By Zach Baker
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The women's soccer team's
season came to an end on Friday
with a 3-0 loss to Miami in the
semi-finals of the Mid-American
Conference tournament. The loss
ended a week that was full of
both tragedy and sadness for a
team that has been as close as a
family. The death of freshman
Leslie Dawley on Tuesday put the
Falcons run in this year's postseason in perspective, and made the
loss on Sunday an afterthought
to what has been a remarkable
show of courage.
Falcons coach Andy Richards
praised his team for its composure during the past week.
"I have the utmost admiration
for all the girls on this team,"
Richards said. "They have been
absolutley magnificent, and I
don't think there are words to
describe them."
The 3-0 score in Friday's loss
was identical to the game that BG
dropped to Miami in October,
but Richards said the team
played much better on Friday
than the score indicates.
"We were a much better team
this time around than when we
played them last time," Richards
said. "The score really wasn't a
fair reflection of how the girls
played."
The Redhawks scored first, on
a goal by Danielle Berkemeier. It
wrs the first of three goals scored
in the game by Berkemeier, who
was named MAC Player of the
Year for this season.The score
remained 1 -0 through halftime.

Richards said that had some
penalty calls gone the Falcons'
way, the game could have been
tied.
"Had we gotten the penalty
and it been a 1-1 game, 1 think
we'd have had a pretty good
chance to win it," Richards said.
"But it didn't go our way."
BG fell behind 2-0 in the second half, and with five minutes
left to play, surrendered another
goal to put the game out of reach.
Miami not only won the game,
but defeated Ohio 5-1 on Sunday
to become MAC postseason
champions for the third consecutive season.
The Falcons finished the season with a record of 12-8-2, a five
win improvement from last season. In addition, several Falcons
were given MAC honors the night
before the game.
Team captain and goalkeeper
Erika Flanders, and sophomore
Kristy Coppes each were named
to the MAC All-Tournament
team. Flanders made eight saves
in Friday's game. Coppes scored
the first goal of Wednesday's win
against Buffalo. In addition,
Flanders was named to the AllMAC first team, only the second
player in the program's history to
receive the honor. Tracy Gleixner
earned the honor in 1998.
Samantha Meister was named
MAC Rookie of the year, the second straight year a BG player has
won the honor. Coppes won the
award last year. Meister's award is
especially impressive considerWOMEN SOCCER. PAGE 9
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game, in traffic, jumping above
people."
For the Czechs, Ian Sitar and
Hali-Shun Roberts tied for the
team lead with 14 points. Roberts
also led the Czechs in rebounds
with eight. The Czechs were
dominated on the boards 42-27
overall, and could not find anyone to counter Ryan's three-point
onslaught. The Czechs finished
just 5-for-22 from beyond the arc.
BG's final home tune-up before
the start of the regular season is
Sunday against Shawnee State.
Tip-off is scheduled for 1 p.m.

leers gain confidence after UM

ANDY RICHARDS. BG WOMEN'S SOCCER COACH

Falcons'year
ends with loss

defense, I'm just coming out to
show |the younger playersl and
to set the tone |of the game|."
Germain Fitch was instrumental in buoying a sagging BG
rebounding game late in the first
half. Six of his 11 points came on
put-backs off offensive boards.
He led the game with lb
rebounds.
"I thought IFitch] went to the
offensive boards better than any
kid we had here." Dakich said.
"We haven't been a great offensive rebounding team, and I
thought the offensive rebounds
he got, quite frankly, were legitimate. They were the offensive
rebounds you're going to get in a

play at first but Bieksa's got a
hard shot and he just got to the
line and let it go," Sigalet said. "I
don't know if Montoya saw it or
not but Bieksa sacrificed his
body making that play and we
really missed him during the
rest of the game but everyone
stepped it up for him and filled
in for the loss of him."
Bieksa was knocked down
while taking the shot and had to
leave the game. He did not
return to the bench.
The Wolverines tied the game
at the 13:20 mark in the second
period when Mark Mink scored
on an assist from I.I. Swistak.
Neither team was successful
in scoring on the power play in
Saturday's game. Both teams
had numerous power play
opportunities toward the end of
the first period and throughout
the second period when the two
teams combined for 21 penalties.
"Michigan coming in was the
team with skill and speed and a

when junior Mark Wires scored
at the 3:17 mark. Senior Tyler
Knight and sophomore Alex
Rogosheske were credited with
assists on the play.
Michigan's Brandon Rogers
took advantage of a power play
opportunity to tie the game at
1-1. Michigan scored two goals
in the beginning of the second
period to open up a 3-1 lead.
Bowling Green also took
advantage of a power play situation when sophomore Steve
Brudzewski scored at the 7:48
mark. He was assisted by
sophomore Chris Pedota and
junior D'Arcy McConvey.
Michigan scored two more
goals in the period and had a 52 lead going into the final period.
In the third period BG capitalized on another power play
opportunity when freshman
Brett Pilkington scored at the
4:30 mark. Knight and freshman Don Morrison assisted on
the play.
Michigan scored their sixth
goal at the 10:10 mark.
The Falcons were able to fin-

ish with some momentum
when junior Kip Homer scored
with six seconds left. Homer
was assisted by junior Erik
Eaton and freshman Ion Sitko
for the first goal of his collegiate
career.
"We've gotten a very good
effort out of our team all year
long," Paluch said. "As long as
there is time on the clock and
teams are playing hockey we
are going to compete and play
hard."
" We feel fortunate to walk out
of here with a win tonight.
Bowling Green is a good team.
They did a lot of good things,"
Michigan coach Red Berenson
said. "They just missed on some
of their chances. They had the
three on one break with the one
goal differential and it would
have been a whole different
game."
Bowling Green is 2-8-1 on the
season and 0-7-1 in the Central
Collegiate Hockey Association.
Michigan is 6-1 -1 overall and 30-1 in CCHA action.

Sheldon's punt return, Drew's kick
return pace Huskies to big victory
HUSKIES. FROM PAGE 7

defensvive linemen would be
the difference in the game.
Those four things were the
difference. We did not do a
good job covering kicks
today."
The first big play for the NIU
special teams unit came just
over a minute into the second
quarter, after BG punted being
down 10-0. NIU wide receiver
Dan Sheldon, who had just
caught a touchdown pass a
minute earlier, took the punt
and raced 80 yards up the left
sideline, giving the Huskies the
ball at the BG 11 yard line.
"Punt returns are all blocking," Sheldon said. "I was just
reading |teammate| Randee's
block in front of me, and followed his block."
Sheldon referred to Randee

Drew, who also made a huge
return of his own late in the
fourth, with BG threatening.
After the Falcons cut the lead
to 23-17, Drew took the kickoff
and raced to the BG 43,
"I was just trying to make a
play," Drew said. "I asked
coach before that play to let me
return it, and the return team
opened up a huge hole for
me."
Completing the great day for
the unit was the kicking of
punter limmy Erwin and kicker Steve Azar. Erwin averaged
39 yards a punt, and pinned
the Falcons inside their own 20
once, while Azar converted
four short field goals, giving
him 15 for the year.
"limmy Erwin pounted weU,
and Azar kicked well, obviously," NIU coach )oe Novak said.

• •••••••••••••••
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BROKEN UP: BG defensive back Jelani Jordan breaks up a pass
intended for a Northern Illinois receiver.
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"All Day, Everyday"
^

NEON NAILS

Mon: 11am-1:30am
Tues: 11am-1:30am
Wed: 11am-1:30am
Th-Sat:11am-3:00am
Sun:
11am-1:30am

Student Discounts

.

Full Sets $28
Fills $18
Introducing:
healthy tan airbrush tanning $19/

I 09] OBI (SSlD

1 Large
1 Item

Hours
Mon., Wad., Fri. 10am - 8pm
Tues. 10am - 4pm
Sat. 9am - 5pm

Call for appointments • 354-8525

( P a p a )

*

6**

casn

< checks

i
1 Extra Large 1 Item
1,1

No
' coupon
necessary

$&**

Alpha Omicron Pi
would like to congratulate their
Dancers and Moralers for

Dance Marathon 2003
Dancers
Krislcn Esrtsks•
Brooke Fcasbv
Krislcn Johnston
Ann Mullicun
oii\ 1,1 Pfcppcr
Sarah Rml
Cassi Veres
Kate Wagner
DGR's
Katie Krolikowski
Allison Quinlan

Moralers
Allyson Colcman
Leslie Gambosi
Kern 1 luzurd
Tiffan> lltiylk'-.
Jenn Kovuch
(iin.i Paponctli
Lindsc) Schmidt
Colleen Sciano
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Falcons fall in final set vs. BSU
VOLLEYBALL. FROM PAGE 7

to call a timeout. The set was
finally sealed on a kill by Taylor
Twite, her seventh of the match,
as the Falcons went ahead two
sets to one.
Emotions ran high throughout
the fourth set, as Ball State head
coach Randy Utchfield angrily
expressed his disagreement with
several of the referee's calls that
went against his team. In this set,
it was the Falcons who found
themselves playing catch-up.
They were able to put together
several rallies, but each time
were only able to get within one
point. It was only when Ball State
got whistled for an out-of-rota-

tnHI foul that the Falcons were
able to draw even at 22 apiece.
The call enraged Coach
Utchfield but the players were
able to maintain their composure and run back out to a 26-22
lead, forcing a BG timeout. The
momentum stayed with Ball
State after the timeout and they
extended the lead to 28-22 and
eventually put the Falcons away,
30-23, to force a fifth and deciding set.
Things got off to a positive
stan for the Falcons in the final
set as they brought back a ball
that flew well off into the sidelines and got a kill for the first
point of the set. The momentum
quickly shitted to Ball State as

ing that she missed 12 games
this season with a broken
nose.
Richards said that a BG
player winning the rookie of
the year award in two consecutive years says a lot about the
quality of the program.
"It's nice for the program to
win the award two years in a
row," Richards said. "It shows
the quality of kids we are
bringing in."
Richards said that the the
awards also show that the

Personals

Personals

ASIA INFORMATIONAL SESSION
Come learn about the many education abroad opportunities available
to you in Asia. The session will be
held from 3:30-4:30p.m. on Wed.,
Nov. 13 m 1103 Ottenhauer West.
Call 372-0479 with questions.

INTRAMURAL ENTRIES DUE:
MEN'S « WOMEN'S 3-PLAYER
BASKETBALL NOV. 13

-ACT FASTI Save $SS, Get Spring
Break Discounts! .1 888 THINK
SUN (1 -888-844-6578 dept 2626)/
www.springbreakdiscounts.com
"AT LAST!! SPRING BREAK
IS NEAR"
Book today tor...Free meals, parties
& drinks. 2 Free trips, Lowest prices.
Sunsplashtours.com
1-80O-426-7710

Fraternities' Sororities
Clubs * Student Groups

Special Limited Time Offer. Campus
Tanning. Buy 1 month, get 1 month
free, use 2nd month anytime, save
lor spring break 419-352-7889

MLK Scholarship Competition
Open to lull-time BGSU students
with 3.0 or better college GPA.
Deadline: December 1. Applications
are available at the Center lor Multicultural and Academic Initiatives,
424 Saddlemire Student Services
Building and the Student Financial
Aid Offices on the Main and Firelands Campuses.
SPRING 2003 PRACTICUM OPPORTUNITIES IN THE INTRAMURAL OFFICE FOR SPORT MANAGEMENT & RECREATION MAJORS. APPLICATIONS AVAILABLE
IN 130 PERRY FIELD HOUSE OR
ON THE WEB & ARE DUE NOV.
26. INTERVIEWS WILL BE HELD
DEC. 2-3.

SPRING BREAK 2003 WITH STS
America's «1 Student Tour Operator
Sell Trips earn cash Travel Free
Information/Reservations
1-80O-648-4849
or www ststravel.com

Hi Spring Break Vacations!
Hottest Destinations - Best Prices
Book Now! Campus Reps Wanted
1-800-234-7007
endlesssummenours.com

INTRAMURAL ENTRIES DUE:
MEN'S & WOMEN'S TRACK &
FIELD MEET. NOV. 19
INTRAMURAL ENTRIES DUE:
MEN'S & WOMEN'S SWIM MEET
NOV. 14

Earn S1.000-S2.000 this semester
with a proven CampusFundraiser
3 hour fund raising event
Our programs make
fund raising easy with no risks.
Fund raising dates are tilting
quickly, so get with the program!
It works.
Contact CampusFundraiser at (888)
923-3238 or visit
www.camouslundraiser.com

SPRING BREAK Cancun. Jamaica,
S. Padre & Florida. Free parties,
food & drinks! BEST hotels & LOWEST pnces'www.breakerstravel com
(800) 575-2026

Services Offered

Travel

Credit Problems???
Need Money???
We can help!!
Call Today!
Toll Free: 1-877-523-2981

MIKE DOUGHTY
OF SOUL COUGHING
At Howards Club H
Nov. 14.9 PM. Details 9
blackswamp22 @ yahoo.com
Mike Stickles
now working at
Changes on Mane. 181 S Main
419-352-2611 or 419-806-0008
Specials: Men clipper cut S7,
Women haircuts $17,
Women's highlights $25 and up.

Happy Tuesday,
Another Day,
Another Class.

Think you're pregnant?
Know all the facts
354-4673 BG Pregnancy Center

<1JV

rVron-Fri
9am-5pm
Saturday
9am-1pm

GREENBRIAR, INC.
(419)352-0717

445 E.
Wooster
Bowling
Green, OH
43402

Every Sunday the University is in session
from 11:00am - 2:00pm

Millikin Apartments
Columbia Court Apartments
Heinz Apartments Ltd.
506, 524 & 514 N. Enterprise
East Merry Ave. Apartments
Field Manor Apartments
Frazee Avenue Apartments
Mercer Manor Apartments
Ridge Manor Apartments
Campbell Hill Apartments
Burrwood Houses

at the Bowling Greenery (formerly the Pheasant Room)
Located on the Second Floor,

Extensive Lunch Buffet Includes:
Buffet Breakfast Items. Pastries. Salad Bar. Carved Meals Potatoes, Vegetables.
and an Assortment of Desserts Including our famous Coconut Crime Pie!
Display cooking in the dining room
Buffet Price:

$13-95

1 to 2 Female Subleasers wanted.
Immediate availability. $243 mo.
Close to campus 585-414-0527 or
440-570-7995.
2 Subleasers needed Spring
semester. 2bdrm , 1 block
from campus Call 352-7903
DANCE MARATHON
We are looking for local bands that
play cover songs & would be interested in playing at Dance Marathon
2003! Please contact Lindsay ©
214-3394 or Katie O 214-5908
DANCE MARATHON

We offer the following benefits:
• Above average starting wage
• Discount on Holiday Hams
• No experience necessary
• Meals provided

Bfi.su

Please apply in person at the following location
between 10 am - 5 pm Monday through Saturday

.... and many more apartments
and houses

Cash, Debt Dining Select, Bid Charge. Department Charges. Visa.
Mastercard, and Golden Buckeye cards accepted.

Check out our website at www.wcnet.org/-gbrental

5685 Brookpark Rd.
Parma. Ohio 44129

35101 Euclid Ave.
Willoughby. Ohio 44094

21943 Cenler Ridge Rd.
Rocky River. Ohio 44116

5570 Warrensville Cenler Rd.
Maple Hts. Ohio 44137

5378 Mayfteld Road
Lyndhurst, Ohio 44124

14136 Pearl Road
Strongsville. Ohio 44136

3015 West Market St.
Fairlawn. Ohio 44333

1984 Brittian Rd.
Akron. Ohio 44310

813 Boardman-Poland Rd.
Boardman. Ohio 44501

5246 Dressier Road
Canton. Ohio 44718

MEDICAL

Time to sign
a lease!

Take Your
BACHELOR DEGREE to a

4

'COME GET OUR 2003-2004 UNDERGRADUATE BROCHURE!

222 S. College ■ Eff: Avail. Jan, 2003. Roomy eff. Close to Campus w/FREE GAS, WATER,
& SEWER. $320.00 * elc.

OF

OHIO

As awareness of public heahh Issues and needs Increases, so do the
career opportunities in the Geld of environmental and occupational
health. Professionals who specialize in environmental and occupational
health anticipate, recognize, evaluate and control harmful factors such
as chemical spills; air. waste, soil, and food contaminations; harmful
work practices, and bioterrortsi activities These professionals develop.
implement and manage a broad scope of environmental and occupational
heakh programs. As an environmental and occupational health professional,
you can work in a variety of settings such as:

► Research factories

122 S. Enterprise: 2 barm unfurn. House close to Campus. Avail, now. $395.00 ♦ utll.

The Northwest Ohio Consortium for Public Health (NOCPH) offers a
CEPH-accredited master of public heaWi degree program where a student
can major in environmental and occupational health, and the Department
of Public Heahh ai MCO offers a master degree in occupational health
with an ASAC AfiET-accredHed major in industrial hygiene. Reasons
students choose ihese degree programs include.

606 '" E. Wooster: 2 barm unfurn upper duplex across from Campus. Off street parking, f 150.00 avail, now.
531 S. College *B: Beautiful remoaelea townhouse. Avail. Now. 3 barm 11/2 baths.
$525.00 ♦ Utll.

► Faculty members who are nationally recognized, full-time faculty
members are doctorally prepared.
► Classes held on evenings ana weekends to accommodate
most work schedules
I* Small dass size that allows for more individual attention
► Students having access to facilities on the campuses at MCO.
BGSU anrJVT
► Excellent, hands-on field work opportunities

731 Elm: Three barm house w/2 full baths. Avail now. Off Street Parking. $525.00 * utii.
233 W. Merry: 1 barm unfurn newly remoaelea house clou to City Park. Zoned for five
unrelated. $575.00 * Utii.
525 E. Merry #5:2 Mm fumlshea apt. across from Campus. New furniture In living
room. Avail Jan. 2003. $520.00 » elec Just stop over to look at this beautiful apt.

332 S. Main
(419)352-5620

www.newloverealtv.com

COLLEGE

► Manufacturing and service industries
► Government agencies at the local, county, state and federal
levels (le.. EPA, OSHA)
(* Health-care organizations

821 Sixth #1: 2 barm unfurn. Upper w/balcony. FREE CAS HEAT, WATER, h SEWER.
$125.00 * elec Cat okay. Avail, now.

Rentals

1 or 2 Female Sublessors Needed
ASAP until May 31. Can Kelly
at 419-308-7711 or 419-373-6024

We are now hiring for temporary help during the
Holiday season. Bring in a friend with you who
meets the criteria, and get a $25.00 bonus.

THE BOWl.l.VG GRMiX

NEWI9VE

Wanted

THE HONEYBAKED HAM COMPANY

COMMUNITY BRUNCH

Senior Citizens & Students
112.95
12 & Under
$6.95
4 and Under
FREE
Reservations recommended,
but not required Call:
..... ...«.,..
419-372-4736
STUDENT UNION

Spring Break Trip to S. Bronx, NY
Earn 3 credit hrs, semester long
class. Info meeting Wed. Nov 13 at
9:15pm in OLSC 224. For more info
email ebrose43402Oyahoo.com

moooooooooot

Hours:

/• 17,1.1 MEN!
FOR
U.K'i

future is bright for the program. The majority of the
teams players are just finishing their first or second seasons.
"This is a great team that is
going to be here next year,"
Richards said.
The team will also lose four
seniors, as I nk.i Flanders.
Tracy Gleixner, fill Conover
and Susan Wallace have all
now played their final BG
game. Richards gave credit to
the seniors for holding the
team together during the past
week.

Travel

EDUCATION ABROAD PREDEPARTURE ORIENTATION
It you are planning to study abroad
during spring semester 03. please
attend one ol these orientation sessions: Thur. Nov. 14th or Wed.
Nov. 20th. Both sessions will start
at 3:30pm in 1103 Ottenhauer W.
Please call 372-0479 w/questions.

The BG News resents ihe right» decline, discontinue or revise any advertisement such as
those found 10 be defamatory, lacking in factual basis, misleading or false in nature. All
advertisements are subject to editing and
approval

WOMEN SOCCER FROM PAGE 8

Campus Events

EOUCATION ABROAD
DISPLAY TABLE
Stop by the Education Abroad Display Table in the Bowen-Thompson
Student Union from 11:30a.m.1:30p.m. on Tues.. Nov. 12.

TV BG News *ill not knowingly xcq* advertisements that discnmiuv. at encourage discriminaiion agiinst any individual or group on
the basis of rice, sen. color, creed, religion.
national origin, seiual orientation, diubilit),
status as a veteran, or on the basis of any other
legally proieciedsiJtus.

pointed with the outcome.
"1 thought we put forth a good
effort, we just couldn't finish
them off," Twite said.
Van De Walle felt that the lack
of kills and falling so far behind
were the main factors that prevented her squad from upending
the Cardinals. However, she
praised the effort that her players
put forth against the division
powerhouse.
"I give the team a lot of credit
for playing as well as they did,"
Van De Walle said.
Next up for the Falcons is the
University at Buffalo, who they
will host this Friday. Nov. 15. The
game is scheduled to get underway at 7 p.m.

Campus Events

Campus Wide Euchre Tournament.
Nov. 16 at 12:00pm. Rm 207 Union.
Register online at http7/euchreservegame.com or at Union Weds.,
Thurs., Friday at 12-4pm $5 per pair
Bursa rable

Classified
Ads
372-6977

they ran out to an 8-3 lead after
the teams switched sides. The
Falcons managed to mount a
rally, but never got any closer
than two points as the Cardinals
continued their dominance of
five set matches and put the
Falcons away, 15-11. The
Cardinals have yet to lose a
match that has gone to a fifth set
this season.
Coach Van De Walle felt that
the Falcons could have pulled off
the huge upset.
"Had our passing not broken
down in the fourth set, we could
have won in four," Van De Walle
said.
Twite was pleased with the
team's performance but disap-

Berkmeier, Miami
end BG s season

Heahng Begtv *tfi Knowledge

Applications for Spring, Summer, and Fall 2003 admission are
being accepted. Additional majors In Health Promotion and Education
and Public Health Administration are also offered through the NOCPH
For more information or to schedule a personal visit, contact us at
(419) 383 5356. malderman#mcoedu or visit our Web site at
www. mco.edu/allh/pubhealth

WWW.BGNEWS.COM
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WHAT THE
CLUCK?!?

The Daily Crossword Fix
brought to you by

Playwright Shepard
Honolulu garland
Dos Passos work

Cavort
Pitchman
First record label to use
Dolby
Citrus hybrtd
Pop in the post
Former orphan
Pencil end
Starboard side
Pieces of pastures
Don't be such a hog!
Tidal situation
Exploitive one
Breakneck
Unstable oxidizing
agent

ACROSS
Orville & Wilbur's has left the nest, and migrated to McDonald
Dining Center. Serving grilled favorites, chicken and even
more chicken. Tyson's chicken wings and sandwiches are
our specialty. We've got new menu items and lowered the
prices on our old favorites, so spread your wings and fly on
down to to our new roost. Grand Opening November 12th

BGSU

DINING SERVICES

Open Monday - Friday
11:30am-2:00pm
4:30pm -7:00pm

Wanted

Help Wanted

For Sale

Female subleaser needed
tor my apt. Own room.
Call 419-270-2864

Clerical Position-part time. Candidate needs good communication
skills, typing skills, experience with
Microsoft Word and interest in the
law. Send resume and a copy of
class schedule to Student Legal
Services. Inc.. 401 South Hall,
BGSU

1982 Votkswagon Vanagon Diesel.
Unbelievable cond. for an '82. Rebuilt engine, well taken care of.
$3700 Call 308-5266.

Female subleaser needed lor
January- May. 3 bdrm. apl.

353-4126
GET INVOLVED IN INTRAMURALSI! INTRAMURAL ADVISORY
BOARD APPLICATIONS FOR
SPRING 03 ARE BEING ACCEPTED THROUGH DEC 2. APPLICATIONS ARE AVAIL. IN 130 PERRY
FIELD HOUSE OR ON THE WEB.
INTERVIEWS ARE LIMITED. ON A
FIRST COME. FIRST SERVE BA
SIS & WILL BE HELD DEC. 5 & 6
One subleaser needed
$200/mo. rent 1450Clough.

419-353-3794
Subleaser needed spring semester.
2 bdrm., furnished apt. across
Irom campus 353-2891

Help Wanted
$250 a day potential bartending
Training provided.
1-800-293-3985 ext. 541
Are you in debt? Need money fast?
Quick approval. Good or bad credit
accepted. Toll Iree 1-888-244-2478
Bartender I Servers Needed!!
Apply 2-4 Mon-Fri. at 1902 Front St.
Tony Packets. 419-691-6054
Bartenders needed No experience
necessary. Earn up to $300 a day.
1-866-291-1884 ext. U112.

EARN EXTRA CASH FOR
CHRISTMAS'! Local office billing
positions now in customer
sales/services $14.15 base-appls.
Guarantee starting pay. Fun working
environment with other students. No
telemarketing or door-to-door. No
experience required. We train. Call
now M-F 9:00am-5:00pm. 419-8741327. www.work1orstudents.com.

I
6
10
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
23
26
27
28
30
32
34
37
38
39
40
41

Fails to enunciate
Russian assembly
Gay Nineties and the like
Fable master
Oh my gosh'
Full-bodied
Heat's home
Commercial award
Taj Mahal's city
Office drudge
Stick up
Meadow, poetically
Fly lo avoid
Showy shrub
Arab chieftain: var.
Heavy hitler
Sodden
Chinese leader?
School of thought
Singing star
Susan of "LA. Law"
Prude, perhaps

45 Festive events
46 Mean
47 Gibraltar passage
50 Place to surf

51 Porker's pad
52
56
57
58
62
63
64
65
66
67

Social butterfly, say
Starter chips
Steak order
Heart line
Way out
Larger-than-life
Basmati and brown
Gets off track
Clammy
Imbibed

"First or second semester
apartment leases avail. Also rooms
avail now Call 353-0325 9am-9pm
"Next school yr '03-04 house & apt.
listings avail. Located 24f7 at 316 E
Merry «3 or will mail them All next
to campus. Call 353-0325 9am-9pm

Residential Assistant - caring staff
needed to assist individuals with
MR/DD in their homes with daily living skills/activities. Applicant must
be dependable, caring and understanding. Part-time positions available. Salary S9.00-S12 25 per hour
based upon experience. High school
diploma/GED required. Application
packet may be obtained from Wood
Lane Residential Services, Inc.,
11160 East Gypsy Lane Rd. Bowling Green, Ent. B. Monday-Friday,
8:00am-4:30pm E.O.E.

1 Bdrm. remodeled apt. Year lease.
No pets. 1/2 otf first months rent.
S400/mo 419-354-0229

VAN DRIVEB - part-lime. Provide
transportation lo & from social services agency. Must be between the
ages of 21-65, possess a valid Ohio
drivers license & an excellent driving
record. 10-13 hours a week. Must
be available from 2:00-4:00 p.m. MF w/possible additional hours on Friday morning. Salary $7.69/hr. Submit resume and cover letter to lit
rlsOcrc.wcnsl.org or Children's
Resource Center. P.O. Box 738.
Bowling Green, OH 43402
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175 N. Main St. Bowling Green (419)354-7000
Open Mon-Sal 10-9, Sun 12-9
Coupon Good for Free
Hansen's drink with any. meal.

For Rent

For Rent

2 rmtes. needed for Jan. S262 plus
util. 1 mm. to campus, 1 min. to dntn
Own rm/prking. Chris 419-308-4817.

Now Renting 2003-2004
800 3rd St -1 or 2 bdrms.
616 2nd St.-I or 3 bdrms & elfic
133 N. Church-2 bdrms.
137 N. Church-1 bdrm
For more info call 354-9740

Sterling Univ. apt. avail. Female
roomate needed Jan.-Aug. '03. II interested please call 419-353-1506

2 bdrm. apts. available in serene
park-like setting. From S500 mo.,
includes appliances, heat, &
refurbished entries.

Female sublease! n—dtd II Hillsdale townhouae for 2nd semester
or ASAP $282 50 ■. utilities Call 419353-7998

Houses & Apts. lor 2003-2004
school yr. 1-4 person homes avail.,
12 mo. leases only. Steve Smith

5/15/03 to 5/10/04. Contact
419-686-4700. leave message.
BRAND NEW APT. 8 Sterling, on
Napoleon. Immediate Occupancy or
move in 2nd semester. Furnished,
ind. Washer/dryer, pool, hot tub. fitness & computer ctr, air co. and
parking. No Deposit. Take over
lease thru May 2003. S355/mo. Will
pay share of utilities until Dec 31
and rent free until Jan 1. S100 Cash
Bonus if signed by Jan. 1. Call 419346-3486.

Sterling Univ. Apt. avail. Jan- Aug
Rent $345/mo. Awesome view.
Call Brian 419-353-5947

Bowling Green Village
419-352-6335

3 Bdrm. house, unfurnished.
139 S. College Dr. SI ,000/mo..
includes gas. 1 yr. contract, avail.

419-352-8917 No calls after 8pm
Listing at 532 Manville Ave Office
Rm for rent, avail. Jan. 1 -May 31 or
longer. $350 mo. All util. indud.
Shared kitchen, AC. w/d. phone, 10
min. from campus. Call 352-9542.

Spring Semester Rentals Available
Good selection & good locations.
Call John Newlove Real Estate
Rental Office 354-2260

OurierhVf*' AwanlWiiiiixjGiiixdny1

Bahamas Party

Cruise $299
Cancun $459
J D*yu - Noil MMM ■ ftm tottm • IMMM TIM*

7 M|Ms • A* t HoU. • FiM r«04 • W Hit. •! DnMi

Jamaica S469
7 MtM> • Air It MM* - 11 Noun of Drink*

www.SpringBreakTravel.com

1-800-678-6386

Management Inc.

NOW OPEN
llillsdale Apt. 1082 F-'airvicv..
2 Bdrms - A/C
Dishwasher - Garbage Disposal
Balh & 1/7 - Washcr/Drycr Hook-up
Call 353-5800

Mobile to Mobile
MtnutM lo ufl toy o* our JO milMn tuitomm ruiionmd* on our rutiorj) mobile lo motnk Mtwori

Plus

4000 SSL

Management Inc.
KvergreenApt. 215 E. Poc
Efficiencies • Laundry on silc
Call 353-5800

Airtiirf Minutes whtfi on the America's Choke Network

AMERICA'S
CHCHCF >3

300

anytime
minutes

FOR $ 3Q99

monthly

W»1vlf.irjwnent

Unlimited nationwide long distance. No roaming charges coast-to-coast.
All wKen (jlliflf on (he Aniefka's Choke*network

Slop by our office at
1045 N. Main St.
for complete listing or
www.meccabg.com

d

DB

AfEfcCA

Management Inc.
Greenbeaver Apl., 642 S. College
2 Bdrms Apis - 3 Bdrm Townhouse
2 Bdrms can have PET (exlraS)
Twnhs are Loft Siyle-I 1/2 Baths
& 2 Car Garage

V

I

U

H

For Rent

Fully furnished efficiency. $455 for
1 person. Monthly leases, includes
all utilities, cable, phone. Call
Buckeye Inn & Studios. 352-1520

1000 Anytime

Management Inc.
Graceland, 208/210 S. Church Si.
2bdrm-A/C
Washer/Dryer Hook-up
1 Car Garage
Close to Downtown

'I

1

O

H

vegetarian Cafe &
Health Food Store

2 bedroom furnished
1 block Irom campus.
352-5239

llillsdale Apt. 1082 Fairvicw.
I & 2 Bdrm Apis,
3 Bdrm Townhouses
Dishwasher-Garbage Disposal
1 1/2 Balhs-Washer/Dryer Hook up
(2/3 Bdrm)

eJvfEfcCA

0

For Rent

Huge wireless discounts!

Management Inc.
Ileinzsite Apt., 710 N. Enterprise
1&2 Bdrms
A/C-Dishwasher-Garbagc Disposal
Washer/Dryer in 2 Bdrm.
CLOSE TO CAMPUS

V

t

5

1987 Camry. 1988 Camry Wagon.
$1500 each OBO.
Call 352-0788. evenings.

NOW RENTING
FOR 2003/2004
CALL 353-5800 FOR
COMPLETE LIST

.JvtE^CA

ANSWERS
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Part of an e-mail
address
Beach toy
Changed a bit
Pastry items
Ready to go along
Rubbernecking crowd
Risque
Black card
August sign
Quartet member
Bridge seats
Chopper blade
Words ol wonderment 50 Sunken ship
Turkish bread?
Family man
Uses a dishcloth
Celtic land
Occurrence
Black, to Balzac
Overdue
Sony rival
Sawbuck
Invite

Management Inc.

Management Inc.
Evergreen Apl. 215 E. Poe
Efficiencies/1 Bdrms
Laundry on site

&lqft/0jtAt

The ArrericaS Choice networ* cows oef 250 rr>llion peopie in tne U S Nelwrknolavailabieinall
areas. Calks placed outside me cafmg plan area are fiwffnin CDMA tr>-moae pnone wW updatw
soUware required Mottle to Mobile not available mroughoul trc AmericaS Choice Nenmrk.

and the scholarship
I thought for sure I'd get a scholarship. But
when I didn't, brown was there for me. I
didn't have to give up my dream of going
to college because with UPS I can get as
much as $23,000 In College Education
Assistance. UPS knows how important a
college education is.
WHAT CAN BROWN DO FOR YOU?

Management Inc.
Willow House Apl. 830 4th St.
I Bdrm - A/C

Dishwasher/Garbage Disposal
Call 353-5800

Available Shifts

Day 11:30a.m.-3:30p.m,

V**"""'" Verfronmreless

BMOBUI*

2 B Mobile
107 S. Main 9 Woosler
Bowling Green
(419)354-2400

■naMant Consumer Intoimitlon NljM * wettiml houn: Mon-Fri. »00om-5:59jm Sit
12am-Son. Ii 59pm. SUD^ lo Ci^toma Agreement anrj Calling Plan $35 activation lee applies $175
earijlemiirationteeapp'ies Heouires credit approval Canny McorrenedWti other service promotions
Usage rourded Ural kill rranute Unused aUcwnces lost MoMetomotale calls depWW by calls made
tk.nng night and weekend hours. Subject to Ores 4 othar charges. Nol available in all markets. GwgraplK
and ohr restrictions apply. See brochure and sales representative (or Mails SSO02 Venwn Wrefas

Twilight 5:00p.m.-9:00p.m.
Midnight 10:45p.m. - 2:45a.m.
Preload 4:30a.m.- 9:00a.m.
November 12th Career Services 10-2
November 14th Career Services 10-2
or contact
Steve Eich det1sje@ups.com
www.upsjobs.com
Equal Opportunity Employer

AfEfcCA
Management Inc.

Graceland, .'tis Church St.
2 Bdrm. -A/C
Washcr/Drycr Hook-up
Close to Downtown

Call 353-5800

Stop by our office at
1045 N. Main St.
http://www.meccabg.com

